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- As an introduction to
Greek Week, these floats
launched five days of Greek
activities with a parade
Tue('day. Parties follow
today's Greek sing in the
Village Center. Saturday has
been set aside as Games Day
with chariot, ice and tricycle
races, games, a lunch basket
auction and an awards party
to round up the week.
(Photos by Walt Morris)

A&S fee Short
-B y $ 250,000
Activity and Service Fee
(A&SF) budget requests for
19 7 4-7 5 exceed anticipated
revenues by an amount in excess
of a quarter of a million dollars.
The A&SF budget committee is
presently trying to resolve this
_________________._.::.;;;.::;;;:...;._::..:;__:.:.:.:..:===--- difference without lowering the
quality of programs and ·
activities funded through the
_A&SF.

'Valuable To ·Students'

So
Ugh
t
Course
Categorizing
.
By Terry Carr

Fl'U Registrar Dan Chapman and seven FTU
'professors attended a recent Key West conference
charged with categorizing the 48,000 courses
offered in ·Florida into a proposed statewide
common course designation and numbering
system.
Chapman, who originated the system along
with Florida College Registrar Roland Lewis seven
years ago, described the meeting as beneficial and ·
productive. Chapman is also vice chairman and
secretary of the statewide committee developing
the system.
·
Chapman said the conference consisted of
representatives from alf state universities,
community colleges and participatii:lg private
colleges. Participants were broken down into "task
forces" of the various disciplines which met to
develop the taxonomy which will be used in the
classification system.
Key West was chosen as the locale for the
meeting, according to Chapman, in hopes that
"the enticement of a recreational area would spur
action."
The format developed at the conference will be
reviewed by participating institutions and, if
necessary, revised. Chapman said he hopes the plan
can be implemented by the fall of 1976.
Chapman said the benefits of the plan lie
primarily in its value to students. With a statewide
designation and ntimbering system, a transferring
student "knows exactly what they've had as does
his advisor and all persons involved," be said.
Considering the fact that 80 per cent of college

students in the state of Florida transfer at least
one e before graduating, Chapman said the need
for a "communicative device'. to prevent course
duplication and minimize student frustration due
to erroneous transcript evaluation is great.
Chapman also maintaiped that administrators
and faculty will benefit . from a system of
standardized designation and numbering of
courses. He said the system will facilitate
evaluation of comparable programs and will
provide a means of identifying "any. lack of
continuity between community college offerings
and preparation and university requirements."
The project will reduce the 48,000 different
courses offered in the state of Florida-to 7-8,000
categories. Many out of state institutions have
expressed interest in the plan and are studying
Florida's progress.
·
Dr. Richard R. Adicks, FTU professor of
English and participant at the Key West
conference, feels the plan is "unnecessary and
potentially too restrictive." He said, "The plan
would put all the departments in the state in the
same mold. Each institution should have the right
to be autonomous--to plan what they want.' 1
Maintaining that the plan can "stifle change and
growth in programs," Adicks said that the task
forces on language and literature, art and math are
all drafting statements in opposition to the
project. .
Chapman disagreed with Adicks' position. He
said, "We have not and never intend to tell a
college what to te~c~. They ~an have whatPuP""
(Continued on page 2)

Plans have been made . to
contact the head 6f each area
concerned and inform them of
the seriousness of the deficet ·
and ask them to try and revise
their budgets according.
As reported earlier in the
FuTUre, two reasons for the
shortage of funds are the
anticipated drop · in A&SG

;;;~~t~e:e ~~;u:ef~!et~~en;~r~:
Legislature and the increased
·amount of money which must
be placed in the interest and
sinking·fund.
In other developmen~

Student Government President
Lee Constantine has requested
an opinion from the attorney
general regarding the "local
control of activity fees." His
request concerns the fact that
the fees are locally collected and
dispursed and his opinion that as
such should not have to meet
the same requirement.s as funds
received from the state.
In Tallahassee, · a bill is
presently being considered
which would place all budgetary
controls on the A&SF money in
the hands of the student
goverments at the local
university.

FfU Registrar Dan Chapman, above, along with seven
FTU faculty members recently attended a state-wide
university meeting in Key West to formulate a system of
comparative course numbering. Chapman is one of the
originato:s of the plan. (Photo by Mike Padgett)
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ATO Claims Top Spot
In .College Bowl ·Play
Competition in the CuUege
Bowl was cQmpleted Thursda~·
May 2 with the playing of the
final matches and the selection
of the All Star players.
Tuesday April 30 action saw
M. F. Four defeat Alpha Tau
Omega, Kappa Sigma beat
Tri-Beta, Tau Kappa Epsilon
over Arnold Air Society, Delta
Tau Delta defeat Lambda Chi
Alpha~ Chi Phi No. 1 beat Chi
Phi No. 2 and Chess Club defeat
Alpha Tau Omega No. 2.

"Out of Order" A new friend with an old
message, this Xerox copier is one of only

three machines left in the library for student
use. {Photo by Mike Berman)

Drug Bills Strengthened,
Await Legislative Action
.

One of three bills patterened
after the tough New York Stat;e
drug law was killed in the Senate
Criminal Justice Committee
recently, but its companion (HB
2762) was strengthened and
passed by the House Criminal
Justice Committee. The bill,
sponsored by Rep. George
Grosse (J>..Jacksonville ), which
had read that it was a life felony
to sell, deliver· or possess with
intent to do either, "in excess of
five grams of any controlled
(prohibited) substance" was
amended to read "in excess of
five grams of any substance
containing a controlled
substance." This would make it
a crime punishable by life
imprisonment · to possess any
amount of, for example, cocaine
or heroin, mixed with sugar
which totaled more than 5
grams, if "intent" could be
shown, even if the illegal
substance amounted to no more
than a fraction of a gram.
A bill (SB 205) with similar
provisions by Sen~tor David
McClain (R·Tampa) was passed
by the Senatie committee later.
The sponsors said the intent of
the bills is not t.o increase
. penalties for small amounts of
marijuana, but to drive "hard
drug peddlers'' out of Florida.
They include 1 O year mandatory
minimum sentences , for second

offende~

The Florida Organization for
the Reform of Marijuani Laws
(FORML) made its debut at the
Senate Criminal Justice
Committee meeting by issuing a
statement of t~stimony urging
the senat.ors to avoid the
"shotgun measures" proposed in
the drug bills "which, in the long
run, will only worsen the
problem."
"Historically, man has used
substances to alter his state of
consciousne~ No threat of
criminal sanction has changed
this fact," the statement said.
Though it now appears the laws
concerning marijuana will not be
dealt with this session, the
statement concluded by urging
the senators "to think
reasonably and examine the
situation more closely. The vast
majority of available research
has shown marijuana to be
relatively harmless, even when
compared to alcohol and
tobacco. Remember, during the
early colonial days, criminal
penalties were imposed for what
is now . ·a rather common
occurance...the drinking of
·Joffee."'
i l:t'lorfda State Univ~n;ity
~dent and state coordinator
tor FORML, Kevin -€allahan,
~id the organization does not
~ant to appear to be supporting
. Mi~ use of "hard ~gs" but felt

I

The group is taking advantage
of the current session to locate
possible support for promoting
the removal of criminal penalties
for one ounce of pot by next
year, Callahan said.

-In Wednesday May 1 action it
was M. F. Four over Kappa
Sigma, Tau Kappa Epsilon No. 1
over Delta Tau Delta, ,Chess Club
over Chi Phi No. 1 and Alpha
Tau Omega No. 1 over Kappa ,
Sigma.
'l'he finais on Thursday-May 2 1
continued with M. F. Four
defeating Tau Kappa Epsilon
No. 1, and Chess Club losing to
Alpha Tau Omega No. 1. This j
pitted the undefeated M. F.
Four team against Alpha Tau I
Omega No. 1 for the Final !
match. Alpha Tau Om~a was .

Common Course Numb.ring Sought

last year,

wh~h

w.

they want 1to teach and they can be incorporated
-in the system.
·
Dr. Thomas A. Mullin also said the plan can
adjust for1 exceptional courses and maintained
there is rpom for "expansion and creativity in
different areas."
Other FTU faculty attending the conference
were Professors Steven D. Lotz, Thomas O.
Morgan, Jbrrell H. Shofner and Jagdish J. Chavda.

(Co.ntinued from Page 1)

programs they want. We only wa~t them to t~u us
what they want to teach and let us categorize it."
Two pther FrU professors participating in the
conference agreed with Chapman. Dr. M. Timothy
O'Keefe said ther~ is enough flexibility in the plan
t.o accommodat;e any number and type of course.
He said a university has only t.o say what courses

Do ya wanna Party?
I

the FTU Young DemoCrats
.

.

!

Ba~celona

want you to join them this Saturday at 8:00 p.m. at
Off 1-4 South 441 exit (S. Orange Blossom Trail)

West Clubhouse Phase I.

I

Turn right 3rd light (at MacDonald's) onto W. Oak Ridge /Road.
;
I

! 2171 W. Oak Ridge Road, Barcelona West
Clubhouse Phase I
I

MUSIC.

· m~..ding
~- tak~
a !>°8i~~on
..added
th.e
i~~
legiSlat1on.
~e - on
. There is not much.enthusiasm · i : ft:ML. which form~ . th~
for the!e bills, especially· in~ th~ ~ ·-'! , ·q ·rt~hs a.g_o. is ·:. pr1'nal'~ly
Senate• .This is partly beca~ ·~ ~ncemed ,-ytth. ~J~B:Jl& ~d
· they seek to amend, .the Florida. . 1tt~s.. ~ .atrll~te. with · t~~
Comprehensive . Drug . Abuse · j National Orga~ation for the
Prevention and Control Act of i Reform of Mar11uana Laws ~
and doing
-"plea bargaining."
· ·· •. .way
·· ·

able to defeat M. F. Four twice
1to claim first in the tournament.
The consolation match saw
Tau Kappa Epsilon defeat the
: Chess Club.
I TWelve all star players were
chosen based upon the average
number of answers per match.
I The four top players were Louis
Rotundo - Alpha Tau Omega
No. 1, Dan Smith · Chess Club, ~
Kerry Soileau ·Chess ·club, and
Ben Branton - M. F. Four. These
four players would represent
FTU in any inter-university
competition. The next three
players would serve as alternates.
They are: Scott Minnigan - Delta
Tau Delta, Richard Johnston .
Alpha Tau Omega No. 1, and
Bill Powers· Chi Phi No. 1.
Five additional all star players
were chosen from the
approximately 100 participants
in the tournament. They were:
Robert Smith · Kappa ~igma, ..
Ron Findell · Tau. Kappa
Epsilon, William Moskowitz ·
Tri-Beta, Mike Bridgland - M. F.
Four, and Tom Terrell · M. F.
Four.

. .J,

* * * ..

j '·.

FREE DRINKS

ltb·.. .·
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is looked upon

~~~~~~~~~!i:;

ATTENTIO
. N": F.T.U.

drugs in "schedules" with
penalties set according to their
potential for abuse. The law is
intended to facilitate and
standardize sentencing. Many
feel the law should be given
more of a chance to prove its
effectiveness before revising the
schedules.

sriru
' ENT.s
-If · n
1

I

SPORTS and ·ECONOMY CARS!
ALL MAKES and MODELS!!

ART EXHIBIT
The sixth annual FTU art
studE>nts' exhibit will be held in
thE' library lobby May 12-31.
On display will be various
works in sculpture,
photography, drawings, graphic
designs, ceramics and print
making.
The exhibit will consist of
works by students done as class
assignments. It is part of a
learning experience involving
students enrolled in various
cl~ of specif're art forms.
Hours for viewing will b.e:
7:45 a.m.·11 p.m.,
Monday·~ursday; 7:45 a.m.·8
p.m., Friday; 10 a.m.·5 p.m.,
Saturday; 2 p.m. to 11 p.m..~
_Sunday: ·
· ··
• .· -! i.,+c;',

Call
Don Froust
'
'

!

1

I
·-

1

•
:

-..: j'

P.H. 678-1600

HIGHWAY 436

·i& F.T.U. BLVD.
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Legislation Passes House, Now In Senate

Credit Card Tuition Discussed
By Alan (;rouse

•

Proposed legislation passed by
the Florida House of
Representatives would allow
students in the State University
System to make tuition payments
with credit cards.
John P. Goree, vice president
for Business Affairs, had a copy
of House Bill 2892, which he said
is in a senate committee being
readied for vote by the senate
body. Goree added that because
of amendments to the original

bill , the legislation would have to
again be approved by the House,
should it be approved by the
Senate, in order for the measure
to become law.
Presently the use of credit
cards for tuition paytnents and
purchases in the bookstore is
illegal. However, Goree recalled
meetings in 1969 when
representatives of local banks and
cre«:fit organizations were invited
for discussions on-the subject of
credit cards for bookstore

J'LORIOA. T£tHNOWGICAL

•

purchases. According to Goree,
the discussions were not fruitful
because 1) the university could
hot offer the discounts
commercial enterprises do and 2)
the state would not fund extra
administrative personnel to deal
with credit accounts.
The credit card system
operates in such a way that stores
actually discount items
purchased with credit cards three
to five per cent in order to cover
the cost of credit card operation.
Stated another way, the
purchaser using cash pays full
price compared to tb_ose using
credit cards, or else the store
raises all prices three to five per
cent. The House bill states that
the State University System
could not offer discounts in order
to facilitate ' the use of credit
Cards.
Goree pointed out that one of
the amendments may have
changed this provision, however,
he said he wondered whether the

Legislators Examine Evaluations
State legislators will soon
receive "random'' faculty
evaluations minus the professor's
names, in order to investigate
tenure, pay raise and promotion
practices; said State University
System Vice Chancellor for
Administrative · Affairs Ken
Boutwell.

students has served as a model
for other universities. Students
are given a rating sheet
containing 36 statements about
the teacher and course at the
end of the quarter. The student
has the choice of five answers,
· ranging from aggreement to
disapeeme:'lt ~or each s1!'-te~e~~·

Boutwell said the nine state
universities are preparing data
which will be forwarded to the
Senate Education Committee,
who will be carrying out the
investigation.

'l'he write-in space in which
the student may make personal
comments and criticisms (both
good and bad), is known only to
the professor.

The University of Florida's
system of faculty evaluation ?~

The rest of the tabulated
results are kept by the dean or
department head, and copies are

legislators actuauy conferred
with bankers before drafting the
bill.
The second point which
originally made the use·of credit
cards on campus less than
desirable was the need for extra
personnel to handle the credit
accounts.
University comptroller,
Joseph Gomez said the most
immediate problem encountered
when paying tuition with a credit
card is a rule which requires
verification of the holder by the
credit bureau for all purchases
exceeding $50.00. Gomez said his
accounts receivable personnel
would have to be increased
mostly just to make numerous
phone calls to the credit bureau
and also to do follow-up
investigations of illigitimate
accounts.
Gomez and Goree both stated
that credit cards would slow·

OH GOODNESS! I
NOT
TO

down the system. Uoree pointed
to the fact that 50 per cent of the
students presently pay tuition by
mail and said, "with a credit card
they would have to bring it in
person." Goree then explained
the process, familiar to many, of
making a credit card purchase and
mentioned that when be,
personally, has made large
purchases with a credit card, five
minutes of standing around
waiting for the store to telephone
the credit bureau and verify the
account is not rare. He said at
least five more people would be
needed and that lines of people
waiting to pay tuition would be
longer and slower. "Just think of
how it would be in the book
store," said Goree.
Goree also rµentioned that
credit is probably not thyprime
intent of the House bill since
payments can now be deferred
and stud~nt loans are readily
available.

CAN

SEE

tASY

THIS

IS

!!~!

shelved in the libraries for
students.
These faculty evaluations are
a vital part of personnel records, ·
an issue currently bouncing back
and forth between the Board of
Regents (BOR) and the Florida
Cabinet.
Information contained in the
files, according to the Regents, is
to be used in decision affecting
assignment, promotion and
tenure; and should not be open
to public scrutiny.
The Cabinet, however,
assembling weekly as the State
Board of Education with review
powers over the BOR, refuses to
allow the records to be closed.

New Fee Structure
Could. Lower Hours
By Greg like

The Board of Regent's (BOR) proposed $13.00 per credit wur
system of fee assessment may conceivably result in stuc ants
taking fewer credit hours per quarter.
Enrichment ·courses, specifically those in the College of
Humanities. and Fine Arts (HFA) may be the courses most o ·ten
passed over by students.
Asked about a possible reduction in the number of studl nts
taking enrichment courses, Dr. Charles N. Micarelli, dean of he
College of HFA said, "It will depend on the financial picture of
the students."
Asked the same question, Dr. Richard R. Adicks, associal ~
professor. of English said, "Students may be less inclined to take
electives."
When asked about the proposed fee aasessment change, Adicks
said, "Lthink it may hurt the whole university, although it may
hurt the HFA Department more."

Linda Stout, fourth from the right, was
chosen Sweetheart of Sigma Chi last
Saturday night following a week of activities

for five nominees. Stout will receive a $100
scholarship from the fraternity. (Photo by
Alan Geeslin)

Senate Passes Ne_w ·Bills
Three bills were passed by the
Student Senate in their meeting
May2.

The bills concerned allocation
of the Student Government
Inter-Collegiate Activity
Account, landscaping and the
Engineering Building and the
allocation of funds for the
"Cultural Entertainment

~-~-·-··~Sy~ctac~ular
~·~·.·"~~~~-·~T~
" ~t

experimental resident hall
alcohol program was brought up
for first reading.
Bill 6-50 - Set up guidelines
for the administration of funds
to student organizations
participating in regularly
sch-eduled or tournament
competition with other
universities.
Bill 6-59
Resolution
the exploratiOn · of
·o lte J>1~·~Merit

of shrubbery and other
tandscaping around the
Engineering Building.
- Bill 6-61 · Allocation of
$2,5000 for the purpose of
funding the Cultural
Entertainment Spectacular.
Bill 6-62 · First Reading on a
bill which would initiate an
experimental program whereby
alcoholic beverages could be
,eosse~d in Dorms A.
«! C

"I think it's an action proposed that was not properly thought
through. I can see an adverse affect," said Finley Taylor,
instructor in the foreign language department when asked about
th_e fee assesment proposal by the BOR.
Questioned about the possibility of fewer students taking
enrichment courses as a result of the BOR's proposals, Dr. Harry
Smith, assistant dean of tne College of HFA, said "That's the
obvious thing people first think of, but I have no way of
knowing."
Asked if he forsaw a reduced number of students taking
courses in the College of HF A, Micarelli stressed that he'd have to
wait until the fall quarter to be sure.

Vets Change Dates
Monday, May 13, the
veterans workshop will be held
in the Multi-~rpose Room from
10-12 p.m. Also on Monday,
from 3-5 p.m. instead ol 4-6
·~~~,~~~~*j~ll;~-fsA~
..and

administration workshop will be
held.
· On Thursday, May 16, a
follow-up meeting will ~e held in
CB 115 from 4-6 p.m. to include
anyone who m~~,Q~Yious

meetings.
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"The purpose of the student activity fee.sho.uld be to
aid in financing activities, services, organizations, and
events that are of interest and benefit to the students of
the state university system. "--Florida Senate Bill 1004
The students at FTU are not getting the maximum
possible benefit from the over 1 ~~ dollars that ~hey, as
individuals,. place into the ActlVlty and Service Fee
(A&SF) each year.
Most students ·are not aware of the amount of money
from A&SF.used to pay administrative salaries.
Since now is the time that the budgets for the
upcoming year are being allocated and assigned-, students
should show interest and express how, why and where
they feel this money should be spent.
Last year out of $10.1,640 that the Village Center
received fro in the A&SF, over $89 ,000 (88%) was us~d to
pay salaries. Student Health Services spent $101,000 out
of $106,000 (95%) for salaries .
. Intramurals .spent over $41,000 out of $46,000 (89%)
for salaries. Student Government spent $21,000 of it's
$69,000 (30%) for salaries and the FuTUre spent $10,600
( 36%) for student salaries out of a total budget of
$28,000.
The budget requests for the coming year include an
even larger amount for salaries. Since the requests exceed
the projected income by over a quarter of a million dollars
for the coming year some budget cutting is imperative.
It is certainly hoped that actual programs will not be
the only areas to suffer during this budget cutting. It
would be foolish to have administrators sitting around
with no money to administer for activities.
i
Since FTU is an 'institution of higher learning' whose
prime purpose ought to be to prepare its students to
follow their chosen vocation, why not allow students to
administer these programs and activities.
Business Administration majors, political science
majors, allied health sciences majors, physic~ educat~on
majors and journalism majors could all gam practical
experience in the different A&SF areas.
To help insure quality performance, these students
could receive credit hours for gaining this experience in
either required or elective practicums.
·
In some cases, monetary compensation might ~e
necessary, however we submit such cases would be few m
number with our approach.
Certainly there would be some need for guidance from
administrators but not to the extent we have them now.
This would be one way to cut the budget, retain the
quality of the programs and provide students with an
additional educational experience.
A bill now before the Florida Senate could make· this a
reality.
Florida Senate Bill 1004 would provide ·for the
allocation of student activity fees by the student

liiiiiiiliilll
lt seems that there were three
young students who were
financing their educations at a
leading school of journalism by
selling U .P .I. Stylebooks
door-to-door. One day while
making their rounds through the
suburbs, they were caught in a
torrent of rain. Seeking cover
from the storm, they ran to a
large split-level house.
It so happened that the house
they had chosen belonged to a
well - to - do syndicated
columnist.
0 n c e they had dried
themselves, the columnist led
the awe-struck students to his
study and private library.
"This is my pride and joy,"
beamed ·the columnist. "It is an
antique thesaurus bound in hand
- tooled moose hide. They say it
once belonged tQ Horace
Greeley, himself!"
The next morning the
~lumnist discovered the rascals

r..-_a
L.•4Kl'·&•W ._,.

roaring with laughter at the 19th
century colloquial synonyms for
"impurity".
"You must pay for your
treachery," he barked! "Each of
you will pick one book from my
library and return to me."
The first student brought
back a rice paper edition of
"Quotations of Chairman Mao."
"Now " commanded the
columniSt: "shove it up your ieft
nostril and if you groan or make
a face ru shoot you!" .

Forcing the last corner of the
book into his nose, his eyes grew
large and he mumbled, "Oh no!"
''Ah Ha!" yelled the
columnist raising his rifle.
"No, no, it's not the book up
my nose," explained the student
hurriedly. "It's my friend
coming with the world atlas!"
The moral of this story is: at
my salary don't expi!ct
originality every week!"
-OEADLl~ES-

N~ws: Monday noon, 275-2601
Ads: Tuesday noon, 275-2865
... ·
Represented nationally by
Lo.-"" in LA 213===== N a t i o n a I
E d u c a ti on a I
The FuTUre is the weekly Advertising Service, Inc., 360
publicatio_n of ~lorida LexingtonAve.,NewYork,NV,
Technological University of 10017
Orlando, Fla; The FuTUre is
-ADDRESSpub1ished by President Charles FuTUre Newspaper
N. Millican and written and
Box 25,0000rlando, FL 32816
edited by and for members of
Editorial Office: LIB 213
the university community.
Address correction requested.
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AFTER ALL WE MAVE TO PAY THE PEOPLE WHO
ARE GOING TO SPEND WHAT'S LEFT!

••,
:
~
41.•rc;:~e.J•••-~1Student States Impeachment Logic
By Audie Murphy
FTU Student

On Sept. 30, 1973, the
national Board of Directors of
the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) issued a
statement calling for the
impeachment of Richard Nixon.
For the ACLU it was the first
time it had ever called for the
impeachment of a federal
officer. The organization,
probably the best known
defender of civil liberties in the
nation, maintains that Mr.
Nixon's assault· upon the
Constitution is without
precedent in American history.
Since that time many of us
have come to the same
conclusion.
The Nixon Administration has
been a ~istory of executive
hubris. Elected on a platform
promising to get the war over
with, Nixon opted to spend the
next four years waging a
barbaric campaign of
indiscriminate bombing, after
which he declared that America
had achieved "Peace With
I'l on or" and then accepted
North Vietnamese terms which
suspiciously resembled those the
Communists had been offering
for a oecade.
Until 1969 Cambodia had
~scaped
the ravages of the
I

The FuTUre is a public
document for the purpose of
informing the members of the
university community of
related news, announcements
and . activities. Grossing
approximately $9 ,065 from
advertising annually, the
FuTUre is circµlated for an
annual net cost to the state of
approximately $17 ,660 or 8.5
cents per copy. Total annual
gross cost of publication is
. approximately $26,726.

-LETTERS-

The FuTUre welcomes let~ers,
but cannot consider for
publication any letters not
bearing ·the writer's signature
and address. However, names
will be withheld uoon reQUest.
fhe right is reserved to edit or

refuse publication.of letters·
deemed objectionable or in poor.
·
·
taste.
Entered as third-class matter
at the U.S. Post Office at
Orlando, Fla.

"Business? It's quite simple. It's other people's money." - Alexandre Dumas, the
Younger
~-•

t

I I.

Second Indochina War by
cloaking itself in neutrality. In
February of that year Nixon
decided to bomb Cambodia
secretly, which led to the decay
of Cambodian neutrality and
ultimately to the senseless
war-by-proxy now being fought
in that country. The third
country of Indochina, Laos, had
its population decimated by
American bombing.
But Nixon's usurping the
war-making powei:s of Congress
was merely a fragment of the
entire Watergate mentality
permeating the administration.
In 1970 Nixon approved a plan
· for spying on dissenters, news
reporters and political
opponents; in 1971 he
established ha the White House a
personal secret police (the
"plumbers") which were to
operate outside the law; and
while Daniel Ellsberg was on
trial, Nixon ordered one of his
aides to discuss the directorship
of the FBI with the presiding
judge.
One need not mention all of
the "bombshells." The ITT
Scandal, the Milk Fund Scandal,
the "Saturday Night Massacre"
of Archibald Cox, the missing
tap~s. the mysterious 18-minute
gap-these alo1.e are enough to
justify impeachment.
But what is impeachment? It
. is not being thrown out of
office. It is not being convicted
without a trial. Impeachment is
merely an. accusation by a

majority of the House of
Representatives. The House
members are saying to the
President: we think that
sufficient evidence of
wrong-doing exists that you
should stand trial before the
Senate.
Many people, including some
members of Congress, will try to
confuse you by saying that
evidence of criminal violations
must be present before the
House can impeach. This is not
true. The Founding Fathers were
wise enough to know that a
politician can wreak havoc
without violating a specific
criminal code, so to describe an
impeachable offense they chose
the phrase "high crimes and
misdemeanors," a term from
English law used ·primarily in
impeachment proceedings.
A "high crime" in this sense is ,
a crime of maladministration or
some other abuse of public
office.
We think America will survive
the impeachment of Richard
Nixon and be better off for it.
Consider the. powers that have
accrued to the presidency in
recent years: to wage war by
executive fiat; to impound
public funds on a _whim; to
launch private campaigns of
political surveillance.
Wh;,tt will . future presidents
add to the list?
America can survive if
Richard Nixon is impeached.
Can it survive if he isn't?

•

•

Dorm Student Knocks
'Frat Brats'
more mature and responsible

Editor:

Children and drinking don,t
mix, especially when the
children are the immature
students who live in the dorms.
On April 24, members of a
certain fraternity, which one I
won't mention to pro~ct the
MARVIN CLEGG

Edit.or

members of that fraternity,
succeeded in their "hell raising
party" by disturbing the sleep,
peace, and "academic pursuits,,
of the other dorm students.
Until 1 a.m. that morning,

there

were

•

horns · blasting,

(Continued on page 5)
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Dorm Student Knocks 'Frat
Brats'
rue
(Co,,tinued from Page 4)

stereos going full volume, people
yelling and running down the
halls and ice fights. Ice from the
machine in Dorm C was thrown
at the windows of students
trying to sleep and at students
passing by. It was too far out of
control for ever the resident
advisor (RA) to handle.
A few weeks ago, a vending
machine was vandalized by the
same fraternity. Later that night,

•

If students behave like this
now, what are they going to do
"just for the hell of it" if beer is
legal in dorms? When are they
going to grow up and realize that
"getting drunk on Friday night"

or any other night isn't
something to brag about or to be
proud or? What giyes these "Frat
Brats" the right to infringe upon
the rights of other, more serious,
students who are here to learn
something and not to make
college a "plaground,, between
High School and their career?
GROW UP, students, or loose
out!
Name Withheld

Prof Questions Column's Purpose
Editor:
I failed to capture the
journalistic point in the last
editorial by Mike Hall, in which
he badmouthed the FuTUre's
printer Daniels Printers.

•

2: 30 a.m. to be specific, the
alarms were set off. Not only is
that a Federal offense, but it
woke students up who had an
exam the next morning at 8 a.m.
I was one of them.

If a formal printing contract
was arranged with that firm and
conditions were specified, would
it not be better business to
cancel the contract rather than
to bemoan restrictions in the
paper? Contract negotiation via
the editorial p·age couldn't
contribute to good printer
relations nor low printing bids in
the FuTUre.

To knock, in the same
context, the firm's religious
activities,
be
they
either
Christian or Confucian, is the
height
of
something.
I'm

convinced it is the depth of
responsible journalism.
Edgar B. Wycoff
Assistant Professor
of Communication
Ed. Note: Unfortunately, this
column by Hall was the result of
over a year of frustration on the
FuTUre staff's pa,rt with our
printers.
We have kept our "dirty
laundry" out of print hoping for
the better relations, etc., that
you write of
After the recent streaking
censorship, Mr. Daniels called us
· perverted
and
allegedly
threatened
to
cancel
our
contract unless we assured him
the Fu TUre editor would never
enter the printer's plant again.
We ~ould have liked then to get

a new printer, but were told by
FTU's administration that red
tape would prevent the Fu TUre
from getting a new printer for
the remainde~ of the year if we
cancelled the contract
To explain Hall's religious
references - you're right, the
printer's religous connections
should not enter into the
picture. After all, state money is
spent on the Fu TUre and our
forefathers went to great pains
to insure the seperation of
church and state. The trouble is,
religious-based restrictions are
forced on FTU's student paper
and we did not contract with
evangelist E. J. Daniels; we
contracted with printer E. J.
Daniels.

TONIGHT AND TOMORROW NIGHT

8:30

PEGASUS PUB TONIGHT!
Featuring a cast of many.; ..
It's FREE and it's in the SNACK BAR at 9:30

s ·t udent A ttaclcs Selection Process
•

·•

Editor,
Dorm students are all familiar
w.ith the position of resident
advisor; however during the past
two weeks many of us have
become exposed to the way in
which people are selected to fill
this position. Applications were
turned in by approximately 28
students who all had aspirations
of being chosen to fill the open
RA positions.
When finally the people were
chosen to fili the positions there
were a few discrepancies which
soon became apparent. At least
-one of the women who was
chosen for the RA position was
known to all the interviewing
staff, and had worked with them
on a personal basis before the
process began. This person was
at a marked advantage because
in view of her previous
experience with the interviewers,
they had all been given an

opportunity to "watch her in
action," an advantage that very
few if any of the other
applicants were given. As for the
men that applied there seemed
to be a distinction made during
the elimination process between
independents and those that
belonged to a fraternity.
Possibly it is only a coincidence,
but next fall both male RA's will
be members of a fraternity.
My question is why waste the
time of all those people
interviewing, when the only
infonnation used as a criterion is
the infonnation contained on
the applica~ion, the persons
affiliation with a fraternity or
sorority, and or the persons
previous relations with the
· people who are conducting the
interviews. To me the whole
process does not seem
democratic or even fair to those
who appliced. It is my personal

VCAR

belief that a person could rm out
·a false application listing a vast
amount of counciling
experience, and from the first be
given a greater consideration for
the job than the other
applicants.
Why interview when the
decision has already been made
as to who is going to get the job.
If any person can see the reason
in this, let them SPEAK OUT!
~ame Withheld

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS
A ROBE RT A GOLDS TON ono PLASCHKES PRODUCTION A LARRY PEEACE flLM

A Sffi\RATE PEICE
-N•w York
Daily N.wr

GRAND OPENING TIDS WEEK
A New Shop With A New Look!

:

•

I

· Complete Line of Costume Jewelery
·
Silver-:Gold-Copper

Impropriety Charged
Editor:
'Why is it that out of some 21
boys applying for the position of
Resident Advisor, 5 out of the 6
finalist were members of the
Lambda Chi Fraternity?
Also, it seems quite odd that
two of the people interviewing
students for the job were
members of the fraternity (one
is a "Little Sister") .

Wednesday and Next Friday, .
Saturday at 8: 30 p.m. in
VCAR

Cosmetics by Helena Rubenstein
and Eau de Love

Finally, and strangest of all, is
that the boy who received the
position was not only a member
of the fraternity, but the fiance
of the girl, who is the Little
Sister. to the fraternity.

Seminole Plaza Hwy. J 7-92

Casselberry
Next to Publix ·

Now isn't that a little obvious
that the game is not being
played straight!
Name Withheld

..................________________________

Free p·air ·Of Earrings . With ANY Purch·a se

....

~------------------------------------------

VETERANS - CALL TALLAHASSEE TOLL-FREE
•

L
RE:· FREE VETERANS' TUITION

NOW!

-
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Activity
VILLAGE CENTER
Movie: Fritz the Cat
Fri. 8:30 p.m.
Pegasus Pub
Fri. 9:30 p.m.

TKE

Sun. 7:00 p.m.

VCAR

Movie: Fritz the Cat
Sat. 8: 30 p.m.
VCAR
VCAR

FAVORS Tables
Wed. 11 :00 a.!".
. VC Courtyard
Karate
Wed. 2:30 p.m.,

Mon. 6:30 p.m.

EN 203

Tri Deltas
Mon; 6: 30 p.m.

EN 3l6

Alpha Chi Omega
Mon. 8:00 a.m.

VC Dining Rm.

Le~ns

MPR

"The Amazing Kreskin"
Wed. 4:00 p.m.
VCAR
Junior Night Introduction
Wed. 6:00 p.m.
MPR

IFC
Tues. l l :00 a.m.

.lntramurals
Tues. 11:00 a.m.

VC214

Campus Ministry
Tues. 11:00 a.m.

LB 212

Young Democrats
Tues. 4:00 p.m.

LB 240

Marketing Oub
Thurs. noon

CB 224

Campus Ministry
Thurs. 11: 00 a.m.

AD ll 2

Student Accounting Society
Thurs. noon
CB 216
Sociology Club
Thurs. noon

Panhellenic
Tues. 6:30 p.m.

VC200

VC Green

ZTA
Tues. 6:00 p.m.

vc 211, 214

VC Meeting
VC 200

Thurs. noon
Junior Night
Thurs. 6:00 p.m.

Delta Tau Delta
Tues. 9:00 p.m. 1

ATO
·Tues. 1:00 p.m.

VC 211

Greek Sing
Fri. 8:00 p.m.

CB 115

Alpha Chi Omega
Fri. 8:00 a.m.
VC 211

Meeting
Tues. 2:00 p.m.

VC 200

Staff Meeting
Wed. 2:00 p.m.

VC 200

Sun. S:OO p.m.

VC 211, 214

Supervising Teachers Conf.
VC Dining
Wed. noon .

Veterans' Workshop:
Clean-up
Thurs. 4:00 p.m.
CB 115

The FTU swimming pool is
open free of charge to all
students, faculty and staff and
their immediate families. Spring
quarter hours are noon-5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday; noon-2
p.m., Monday and Wednesday,
and noon -3 p.m. other days.
Further information is available
from Mr. fatterson at extension
2391.

VC Dining ~·

BUTLER PtAZA, CASSELBERRY
·HWY 436 & HOWELL BRANCH RD.
. (305) 678-0975
UNIFORMS'& ACCESSORIES FOR
PROFESSIONAL WOMEN & MEN

CAMPUS EVENTS

Music Dept.
Sat./Alf Day

IFC

ZTA

Veterans' Workshop:
Agencies
EN360
Tues. noon

POOL HOURS

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Alpha Chi Omega
Wed. 8:00 a.m.
VC 211

Wed. 5 :00 p.m.

SCAUD

SC 335

ENAUD

Kappa Sigma
EN 108, 109
Sun. 6:00 p.m.

Thieves' Carnival
Thurs. 8:30 p.m.

LB 240

GREEKS
Phi Chi Theta
Wed. 1:00 p.m.

Veterans' Workshop:
Faculty-Admin •
Mon. 3:00 p.m.
EN 3~9

PROFESSIONA.L & CAREER APPAREL
VC 211

'vcAR &
MPR

MPR

Tri Beta ·
Thurs. noon

Law Day
Thurs./ All Day

VC 200

Air Force ROTC
Thurs. noon
MPR

·

VC 211

Tyes
Mon. 5 :00 p.m.

Veterans• Workshop
Students
Mon. l 0:00 a.m.

ORGANIZATIONS
Black Student Union
Sun.1:00 p.m.
Lake Oaire

Lambda Clti Alpha

Snack Bar

Karate Leswns
Mon. 6:00 p.m.

VCAR

Calendar

MPR

Comm. Dept.-Party
Sat. 3:00 p.m.
Lake Oaire

Shoes· hose· supphose·
Aprons
Separates
Maternity uniforms & Pant suits
Danskin leotards &. Tights
Volunteer uniforms
lab coats
Career apparel

•

10%DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID
Delta Sigma Pi
Thurs. noon
CB 103, 114

Music Dept.
Sun • .1:00 p.m.

VCAR

•

'THE AMAZING KRESKIN' IS BACK!
MAY 15th at 4 P.M.
Students, Faculty, Stat f -- 50 cents
General Public -- $1.50
Alf tickets available at the door

VILLAGE CENTER
ASSEMBLY ROOM

,.

'
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Chea·ting ·No Pro.bfem A f fTU
By Glenn Padgett

•

•

I

Ch~ati~ is not a major problem at FTU! That, at
least, is. the concensus of opinion in a recent informal
poll conducted at FTU by members· of the FuTUre
staff.
STudents, instructors, and administratms were
contacted in an effort to determine the university
community's attitude toward cheating.
While most of the people contacted admitted
cheating does occur, very few expressed any concern
about the problem.
· "Irthey (students who cheat) want to cheat their
way through school it is their own problem," was the
opinion expressed by one student. It se.ems to reflect
the views of the majority of the students contacted.
Some instructors expressed concern about the
rights and grades of non-cheating students being
adversely affected by the higher grades of the
students who cheat. They felt that in classes where
the grades are curved, the non-cheater can have his
final grade lowe:r:ed by the higher performance. of the
cheaters. It was also felt that the grade point averages
(GPA's) of the non-cheateis would then be lowered
and not accurately reflect th~ir actual performance.
One administrator said he felt FTU's reputation as
an institution of higher learning could be downgraded
by• the subsequent career performance of a student
who had cheated his way through school.
The majority of ·the students, however, felt the
main reason for going to college was to get an
education and that their later performance in life
would depend more on the material they learned than
on their academic average while they were in school
Most of the students indicated they felt students
who cheat hurt only themselves because they are not
getting the education for· which they (or their
parents) are payin~.
"If 1a student is caught cheating, I think nothing
should be dQne to them in terms of the grade they
receive." .. . "Tlie instructor should talk to them (the
students involved) and make them aware that he is
aware that they cheated," .indicated two students
who represented the majority viewpoint.
.Both the Student Rights and Responsibilities
Handbook and the Faculty Handbook leave the
penalty for chating to the discretion of the instructor.
One instructor indicated the reason that most
instructors do not exact the more severe penalties
allowed is because "if 1s very hard to prove that a
student is cheating on an exam. If you accuse a
student of cheating and he de.nies it, the burden of
proof is ori the instructor and his department.,,
He said he felt it was better to make the student
aware that he was not getting away with it unnoticed,
and that that in itself would' probably prevent the ·
student from cheating on future exams.
Most of the people indicated that it is easier to
cheat in large classes, especially on multiple choice

I

Cheating on 'xams, as dramatized here,
has not been fouµd to be quite this rampant,
although many professors leave the room
during quiz tim~- Students 1enerally feel

Bv John Thomson

•

TALLAHASSEE--Student
governments are rapidly loosing
their influence. In Florida, this is
most pronounced at the state's
three largest universities, wheie
the drop in effective budgetary
influence over activity and
service fees is as much as 85 per
cent within three years.
It is for this reason Florida
State University · Student
Government President David
Aronofsky convinced Senator
Jack Go1'4on (D-Miami Beach)
to sponsor a bill (SB 1004) to
·provide "minimum fundin(' for
student governments (SG) in the
State University System. That
funding would be control over
all activity and service fees

exams. One instiuctor said · the use of more
short-answer type ~xams would eliminate a lot of the
cheating but that they were banter to grade and took
longer to correct. ·
This same instructor said it was not in his province
to be a proctor during tests and that it was degrading
to both the students and the instructor when the
instructor sits in the front of the room to monitor.
He felt that most students can be trusted.
One of the only ways that one can conclude
students have cheated on a short answer exam is if
two or more students make the same type of error on
the same problems consistently, according to one of
the instructors contacted.
He said the fact that the answers were wrong was
punishment already, while indicating that the same
correct answer by a number of students did not
necessarily indicate cheating.
Other professors indicated that they go to a
"considerable amont of effort" to make sure that no
cheating occurs in their classes. The methods they

t.u~~

o

~a

(A&S), which constitute $34.50
of a student's full-time tuition.
A university president would
retain veto power over any
allocation, but that veto could
be overridden by a two-thirds
\'.Ote of the SG. ·
.
The situation faced by the
state's student govemments is
this: The University of Florida
SG allocates $4.00 of A &: S
money, down from $5.20 three
years ago. It was higher before
that. The Univenity of South
Florida SG influences only
$2.24, down from budgeting all
of it four years ago. Florida
State University SG is at a new
low, $3.10, down from
allocating all the fees rive years
ago.
This condition contrasts
sharply with the smaller state

twice as many men as women
attended FTU this year. Women

students numbered 2,112 for the
spring quarter compared to
4,467 men. In the fall quarter
there were 4,651 men to 2,48<'
women and 4,701 men to 2,266
women in the winter quarter.
Students participating in the
continuing education program
nuinber 388 compared to 683
for the fall and 521 in the winter

. ' qtlai-t.el' ' • .

that cheaters only hinder their own
education by "sneaking a look at the book"
or carrying complete text transcripts on the
pal)ns of their hands. (Photo by Jerry
used ianged from active patrolling the exam room
during the exam to requiring all students to bring
nothing to the exam except two Number 2 pencils.
Most of the students felt the largest amount of .
cheating occurs in the Environmental Studies group
of classes. They indicated that reasons for this are
lack pf student interest in these classes, the large size
of the classe&, and that most of these classes were
primarily of· the regurgutation type where opinions
and independent thinking were not necessary.
The students indicated that there is less cheating
in the upper level classes because the students are
usually in their primary field of interest, and that
instructors have more time to develop a good
academic relationship because of the smaller ·size of
thecl~es.

One instructor said a primary reason for the
amount of cheating that occurs is the emphasis that
graduate schools, particularly law and medical
. schools, place on the overall GPA. He said he felt this
causes many students who anticipate entering these
fields to cheat in order to have the required GPA.

Of Influence To .SG
Proehl, is uniformly accepted· by
the administration. The
Univeisity of North Florida has
no student government and
allocates its A&S fees through a
234-member General Assembly
in which students: occupy 74
positions. ·
At sorne of the small
schools, the tOtal amount
budgeted by SG is actually
greater than at the largest
univenities.
Student govemments are
often criticized. for being
"unrepresentive~'
of their
student bodies, a charge
generally attributable to light
voter turnouts. But defenders of
student governance are quick to ,
point out that voting is
characteristically light in most
municipal, county and statewide
elections as well. FSU's
·Aronofsky contends on-eampus
voter participation is directly
proportionate to the amount of
influence SGs have over student
monies. He cites a survey he
conducted on election results
over the last 10 years at his
·quarter and 592 for thywinter.
school. It shows, be said, a drop
C o m p u t e d f u 11- time · from 59 per cent to 21 per cent
equjvalent figures (FTE) are
.voter turnout which, he added,
corresponds with an attendant
5,585.7 for the spring quarter
compared to 5,975.7 in the fall
decline in SG control of A & S
and 5,991.0 for the winter. FTE
fees.
for continuing education are
There are many theotjes as to
124.8 for the spring, 180 for the
why · a dministr~tions are
fall and 126.5 for the winter
lessening the influence of SGs.
making a university FTE of
The most widely held · is that
5,973.7 for the spring quarter
prior to the radical sixties
\~'C!OlnlP8Ml'1tDt6,6Wb'l 01r,-. U.~11.......iv
we. · ovement.;
and 6,512 for the winter
activity and service fees were
used for innocent student
quarter.
universities. At FTU, an eight
member commjttee, with four
student members, handles the
budget for all the fees. Lee
Constantine, SG President, said
the ~tudent membership on this
body wu willingly doubled by
.the admin6tration at his request. ·
At Florid• Atlantic University,
the sG•s share is $12.50,
following :automatic deductions
of $10.00 for the university
center an4 $12.50 for the health
center. Student Gov~rnment's
dealings with the F AU
administration are, said SG
Secretary ; of State Bill Rucker,
''pre tty equitable." The
University of West Florida's
Student .Council - appointed
financial committee budgets the
entire aniount which, according
to S G Vice-President Carl

Offic.i af fTU figures Released
·0 11men f
n
r
E
Revealing Spring
The Office of Acade~ic
Affairs released the official
enrollment figures for the spring
quarter this week.
According to a memorandum
dated May 7 main campus and
resident center head count
figures were 6,579, compared to
figures of 7 ,131 for fall and
6 967 for winter quarters.
' When broken down the

\.

. Br~oks).

Bill Seeks
Tallahassee Correspondent

I•

4

'

•

Graduate students number
625 compared to 549 in the fall

entertainment with general
administrative approval. The
subsequent politicizing of the
use of funds posed considerable
threat to admin6trat.ors, leading
to retaliatory administrative
dominance over fees and the
decentralizing of SO
repsesentation in various fields
o I u Divenity adminidration,
made easier by the dyin& out of
formerly . common atuclent
pressure tactics
demonstrations, political
organization, even violence.
Counter to this is the argument
that significant univenity-wide
student representation has
increased, minimizing the need
for a centralized student
government. Counter to that is
that a proliferation of study
groups, ad hoc and standing
committees has diluted any real
student participation.
Aronofsky said he feels
control over A&S fees would
restore needed influence and
respect in student governments.
"I'm just tired of hearing
student governments being
laughed at. Any time students
start laughing at a legitimate
form of government, it's going
to carry on into the future and
they will laugh at the state and
federal government. It sets a
very unhealthy precedent · for
society."
The Gordon bill is now in the
Senate Education Committee,.
where , •.it • . ill-. . unde.rgo • ~tat ·. \.
analysis before being scheduled
for committee action.
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Some Extensions Removed From
Administrators who could
provide the answers to the
questions concerning the
removal of WATS line access
from certain campus telephone
extensions were 'out of town' at
press time.
On Thursday, May 2, an
undermined number of campus

telephone extensions, rumored

distance calls to be made within
charged in the past that many
the state of Florida at no toll
students have access to phones
charge to the university. FTU
which are connected to the
pays a monthly charge for the
WATS service and were using it
service and the individual calls
to make personal calls.
are not charged for.
Attempts to determine the
It has also been rumored that · . exact number of lines affected
the reason for the removal was
by the removal and the
to stop unauthorized use of the
reasoning behind it were fruitless
· lines by students. It has been
because all of the administrative

to be near 40, were removed
froni the WATS line coverage.
Prior to this ·action these
extensions could be connected
to the University WATS line by
merely dialing a special number.
The university has two WA TS
lines 'for administration use.'
The· WATS line allow lone

CLASSIFIEDS
Rates Iisted are· CASH . WITH .
COPY. Al I classified advertising
is·9.Jbjec:t to a 5-line minimum.
No charge for Lost & Found and
Carpool advertising. Ad deadline
.is Tuesday noon.
1 Issue ..• 25 cents per line per
iS9.Je
2 Consecutive IS9.Jes... 23 cents
, per line per iS9.Je
3 Consecutive 159.Jes.•. 21 cents·
per line per issue
4 or more Consecutive ... 19
cents per line per iS9.Je

Interior Designer's Assistant.
Young aggressive assistant to .
work with leading designer of a
growing interior design firm.
Must be able to travel and work
without supervision. Design or
Art background preferred. Will
train. Must be willing to
relocate. Call 862-4658.

for sale

A fternoo.n paper route-earri
$100 a week working only two
hours a day deliver to Winter
Park - Maitlana area. Must sell
before June 1, 1974. Call after 5
p.m. for details 671=7166.

BOAT--18 ft. Deep V Cobia, 55
hp Johnson, galvanized trailer,
depth finder, Ganvas & full Coast
Guard equip. Call 425-4237
eves. & weekends.

personal

. Querida: Juntado PEGASUS
PI LOTS av1ac1on, y ahora
aprendito a tomo un vuelo tan
bueno como un pajaro!
siempre, el tuyo
Dear R.N. What a heavy burden
is a name that has become too
famous. Every person meets
their Waterloo at last! But
anyway, congratulations. LOVE,
AU~ & FRIEND
HELP-HELP-VETERANSI Do
your part, help us assemble
"How To" booklet - we need
your input - Multipurpose
room, Mon .. M~ 13th, 10 a.m.
- noon- BE THERE!

services
Typing wanted: Term, research
papers & theses. Call Mrs. Parker
896-0059 (after 6 p.m.)
TYPING DONE FOR YOU
Professionally experienced in all
types of papers. Convenient to
campus. Call Sue Fisher 8-10:30
a.m. or after 5 p.m. Sue Fisher
645-4357.

New Smyrna Beach
Condominum this summ.er. On
ocean, one bedroom, sleeps six,
four pools, color IV,
d~shwasher,
icemaker, etc.
Special rcites for FTU
faculty/staff. Arnold ext. 2681
or 644-9154.

RUSSIAN COURSE
The Department of Foreign
Languages may offer a
second-year Russian Language
and Civilization course next year.
Any students who have had
approximately one year of
Russian language and who might
be interested in a second-year
course, if it were offered, are
invited to contact Professor
William Dovhey at the
Department of Foreign
Languages, ADM 395E, phone
2641.

. THERE IS STILL TlmE ro· FLY WITH US!!

Beautiful Beagles. AKC, 6 weeks
old, Males $45 Females $40.
365-5244 or 365-3356.

Furnished, 2-br apts. - 3770
Khayyam now renting for
s u m m · e r / F a 11
- -$ 6 0 /mo/person--S um mer,
$62/mo/person--Fall, Call
671-5001 or 894-2970.
Tired of living in °' dump? Will
share beautiful home in Park
Manor 3 miles away. Everything
furnished, must see to believe!
Non~oker only. Call 273-3143.

7.3 Pinto Wagon, 4-speed,
air--$2425. Call 678-5001.

If you're wondering where to g~ after graduation,· consider
this: the PEACE CORPS can send you to work in one of 69
foreign countries if you qualify. VISTA has projects all across
the U.S. .

PINBALL MACHINE!
Gottlieb's Super Jumbo,
4-player, good condition. $100.
Call 275-2571 and ask for Jon or
after 5 p.m. call 671-0024.

If your background or degree is in he8.Ith, engineering,
education, social sciences, agriculture, architecture, business or
liberal arts, PEACE CORPS and VISTA need you.

3 Br., 11/2 bath, 3 yrs. old,
carpet, appliances, extras. Near
FTU, For Sale $900 down-$185
mo. or lease 1 yr. l/2 rent to
apply to purchase. Write R.
Vance, POB 563 Interlachen FL
32048 or call Sara
904-684-2862.

RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE-New
2 bdrm, duplex apts. in quiet,
wooded setting. Fully shag
carpeted with central heat/air.
Appliances & drapes are
furnished. Laundry in backyard
area. 4 mi. N. of FTU entrance
at Mitchell Hammock Rd., in
Oviedo. $160 per month. Tel.
365-3721.
Need an abode?
Abide with me at our apts. on
Khayyam Ave. Huge 1-br,
fumi.shed, carpet, drapes, air and ·
grow a garden if you care. Only
$150/mo. Call Bill Johnson at
277-7065 after 5 p.m.

And there is still time to get into summer and fall training
programs - if you apply now. Of course, if you neVf.•r apply,
you'll never find out what we have to offer you.

CHECK THIS OUT! The ·
Cannon Music Co. is offering
special discounts to FTU faculty
&
students on Everett,
Cable-Nelson pianos & Thomas
organs-until May 30. 6 mos.,
free lessons . with each organ
purchased. Call Lynn Terrett
896-2815.

For more info, see the placement office OR WRIT':" ACTION .
recruiting office, 395 NW 2st St., Miami, Fla. 33-~8. Phone
(~05) 350-4692.

See the world and yourself from a new vantage point.

COMPARE. THl.S
.QU.IET DUPLEX
COMM.UNITY
WITH NOISY,
CROWDED

help wanted
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS IN
CENTRAL FLORIDA
Army Reserve units in Central
Florida need men and women
with or without prior military
service for l6 hours a month and
two weeks each year. You'll earn
from $2.72 to $4.60 an hour
plus promotion and retirement
benefits. Some of the job fields
open right now:
*Food Service Personnel
*Carpenters
*Electricians
*Construction Equipment
Operators
*Drivers
*Mechanics
*Postal Clerks
*Clerk/Typists
*Stenographers
*General Supply Clerks
*Military Policemen
*Accounting Clerks
*Licensed Practical
Nurses
*Information Specialists
*Qualified Warrant Officer
Pilots ( 101 B. C., 100 D)
*Fixed/Rotary Wing Mechanics
*Army Security Agency Related
Communication Fields
Call in Orlando 859-3920 or
645-5554; in Melbourne
259-3210; in Daytona Beach
252-6041; in Kissimmee
847-5525 anytime between 8
a.ni. to 4 o.m. Montia,y
through Friday.

and supervisory personnel of the
Business Affairs division of th e
university were attending a
retreat in Holly Hill, Florida and
were not expected to return
until after press time.

Electronic Calculator, brand new
Panasonic · 855 Calculator-Has
never been used-List price
$149.95, asking $100 or best
offer. Call 273-8194 after 8 p.m.

for ceni
Need someone to drive '71
Camaro to California as soon as
possible. Phone 628-1281.

New sleeping . bag-Dupont
fiber-fill 11 - made by "The ~
North Face" cost $70-sell for
$45_.
Also ..•.
Camera-35mm Rollei-Pocket
size-built meter, etc. Like new,
asking $70. Call 277-1454 eves.

Duplex apt., in Ql.!iet wooded
area, 4 mis. from FTU.
Frost-free refrig., garage, shag
carpet, central ht/air. May grow
garden. $180/mo. 365-3648.

WATS

APARTMENT~
DOWN~HOME

RESIDENT

NEW

2 BEDROOM DUPLEXES 1 160 mo.

· PHONI 365-3721

FLEXIBLE LEASES

r:xJWWTOWN

OYl&OO

Iii RIDGEWOOD
MfTCtCU. HAMMOCK 110..

. . D8UOflOAO

IS HOME Ll.VING

.•
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STUDE-NT GOVERNffiENT
PRESENTS . · .
CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT

-· SPECTAC.ULAR

SUNDAY,_MAY 12, 2 PM LAKE CLAIRE
.

_FEATURING -7 BANDS
. .

CLASSICAL •:FTU CONCERT BAND FOLK - RED GATOR JOOK BAND
. JAZZ - RICK MANTORANO
ROCK -TACKS
BLUE GR.ASS - SANDY VALLEY BOYS
· . SOUL - 5 SOULS .
PLUS, FROM ENGLAND _

RENAISSANCE
MORE THAN 10 HOURS
.. OF ENTERTAINMENT

AND IT'S ALL FREE

., • -
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Few. COUeges Comply

I f~
l

With 4-Day Plan
By Torrey Stewart

Only one of the university's
six colleges has not scheduled
Thursday classes ·for summer
quarter, and departments within
the other five colleges have
overwhelmingly opted for
continuation of five-day week in
their summer scheduling.
·
Dr. Harry W. Smith, Jr.,
associate professor from the
college of humanities and fine
arts, said within that college no
Thursday classes were scheduled,
although he said that colleges'
~ administrative offices will be
open five days a week.
College of Business
Administration Dean C. E.
Gilliland, Jr., said his college had
scheduled some Thursday night
classes, but none during
Thursday daytime hours.
Spokesmen for departments
which scheduled around
Thursdays said a memo dated
March 27, sent from Associate
Vice President for Acad~mic
Affairs John R~ . Bolte's of(ice,
indicated that President Ch~l_es
Millican .·supported the req~est
to schedule four-day acade'1tic
wee"8 whenever po~ible.
i..
Colleges of education, natural
sciences, engineering, and sobial
. sciences, will
offer classes five
days a week; · according ~- to
spokesmen.
:
Psychology department
chairman David W. Abbott said ·
his tentative department
schedule inclu<led no Thursday
classes for summer.
.
He said he could see :no
reason for scheduling conflicts
which may have prevented soine
departments from scheduling
around Thursdays, since he said
in summer only half of the ·

all

faculty, staff and classes are
present.
Questioning tbe university's
choice of Thursday as the free
day, Abbott said it was
"inconceivable" to him why the
university would schedule a
four-day week and yet skip a
day in between the four days.
One som:ce, who did not wish
to be named, said that originally
th·e university favored
Wednesday as the free day, and
that students favored Monday or
Friday as the free day. Students
argued, the source said, that a
day off within the four-day
week would not conserve
energy. University officials .
supposedly countered by say~
that students' grade point
averages would drop since (they
felt) students would not study
on their free day. .
·
· This led to a compromise

*·
*

witll Thursday as the free day,
the source said.
The Department of
Communications currently has
no Thursday classes planned for
summer, a spokesman said, but
pointed out that this may not
have been purposely designed
that way. The department
chairman, Dr. Raymond
Buchanan, was not available for
comment.
Although Smith said he knew
of no official request to not
schedule a dmi n istrati·ve
personnel for five days weekly,
Ab~ott said that he realized that
a skeleton administrative staff in
his department would be
necessary five days a week.
Ideally, however, he continued,
the day off would apply for
faculty and ~taff as well as
students.

Academic Affairs VP Absent
As Gambrell Article Discussed
"Why the h
did you have
t«;> go ail the way to Canada to
get a source for the story'?" was
the main reaction to the story in
the last issue of the FuTUre
concerning remarks made by Dr.
C. B. Gambrell.
. Numerous faculty and staff
expressed the idea that the
article was fair and unbiased, in
their opinion. Many wanted to
know why the FuTUre could
not get a person still at the FTU
campus to reveal this
information.
They were told that persons

*
I
*

Pr~gnancy

testing and full counseling
services including "referral."
Also. other cliDical testing available.
Open 9 a.m... S p.m., Mon - Sat
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, Fla. .
(305) 898-0921

-

.

**

**•••**************************

College Court
Apartments
Now Leasing
$150 per month NO LEASE
$145 6.months lease
$140 ·12 months ·lease
B~and· ne~· , spacious 1 bedro~m apts.

•

.. .

I

at F'f-U contacted when the
story was being written did not
want tO be identified because
they teared (or their jobs. One
administrator expressed the
opinion . that he felt it was a
'shame' that people would fear
for their jobs over such an issue.
Gambrell was out of town
and unavailable for comment.
President Millican expressed
the opinion that it was not his
place to comment because the
article concerned Gambrell. He
would not render an opinion.

Pools:.
Tennis Courts
BasketbaH ;: Courts, Volleyball Courts

•

Just V2' miJe sout,h of FTU an Atfaya Trail

CALL 273 - 5610

•

ARE YOU A

VETERAN?
I

W-ill you help your Vete~an's Affairs
put together a "How-To'f pamphlet?
Its function?

To tell the community
•

abo.u t the veteran and his problems
ctnd how to_help, . Please come and help f

WHERE: Village Center Multipurpose Room
WHEN: Monday May 13 10 AM Until ·Noon
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·Dulcimer Shop Attracts Group
By Alan Crouse

The hammering could be
neard from the hallway. Once in
the door, the scene was one of
many people stuffed into a
clas.sroom sawing, smearing glue
and staring with concentrated
interest at what their hands were
• d~n~
.
This was a reporter's first
impression of the dulcimer
workshop which wa: held
two weeks ago io the
Thursday of last week in the
Engineering Building. Directing
the operation wer~ Roger and Jo
Magee who had lines &f
questioning wood craftsmen
following them around the
room. Their inquires were not so
much an expression of
bewilderment as they were a
search for reassurance.
· A dulcimer is a stringed, folk
• instrument which is strummed
while placed on the lap of the
player. Its shape ranges from
that of a violin, to an hourglass,
to an elongated oval to a
rectangular one with legs,
crafted from a hollow door.
What brought these people to
make and eventually play a
dulcimer? Foreign language
instructor Finley M. Taylor

replied, "It's simple to play and
I don't play anything else."
Neil Abell, an FTU alumnus
said, "I play piano, but I wanted
something that.. I could carry
around. Did you ever try to
strap a pian'o to your back while
you were hitch-hiking?"
Pete Skaggs, a micro-biology
student , said, "Both my parents
are from the hills of Kentucky
and
heard them talk about
dulcimers, so I wanted to play
·one."

r

Sociology professor Dr. David
Dees said, "I want it to go with
my collection. I play blue grass
(music) and have all sorts of
mstruments - a guitar, banjos,
mandolins, jugs, ..."
Vie Tedder said, "I don't
know how to play anything else,
and besides, I like the sound."
Whatever the reason, the
Appalachian dulcimer is gaining
in popularity. · According to
Rogers Magee, producer and
supervisor of the workshop, the
dulcimer was almost extinct 25
years ag<>. In recent years antiqu
e dulcimers have been

considered a treasured find by
dealers and a lucky discovery by
laymen.
Magee, a public school
teacher by professior., outlined
his entrance into the dulcimer
business." Jo (his wife) and I
have owned a gift shop in North
Carolina for a number of years.
A friend . of mine makes these
dulcimer kits and asked me if I
would sell them in the gift shop.
Soon they became . the most
popular items in the sto_re."
Magee has since opened up a
dulcimer shop in Homestead,
Florida, where he now resides
for most of the year. "I still sell
other items in my shops, but
when people look me up, it's not
to buy some candles or
stationary," he ~id.

Photos by Alan CrQuse

In the year Magee has
temporarily left his teaching
duties, he has conducted
dulcimer workshops at the
University of Florida and public
sc·hools and retirement
communities, besides FI'U.
"Retirees are particularly eager
to busy their hands ..,.excep
tionally bright grade school
chil~en have proved interesting
partly because the girls take
their time a little more and
usually come up with nicer
looking dulcimers," he said.
Magee points to Howard

Mitchell and Jean Ritchie as
contributing much to the re.viva!
of dulcimers, and a full page
photo in the May issue of the
National Georgraphic shows folk
singer John Jacob Niles with a
rare eight-string dulcimer (the
more common have three, four
and sometimes six strings).
With the interest displayed on
the FTU campus recently,
vibrations from the reflecting
pool area may -resound with a
sequal to the movie theme from
"Deliverance" - you guessed it,
""Dueling Dulcimers/'

~ ~ '
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Award Given
To FTU Prof .
For Article

Honors System
Gets Final OK
Contmnation was received
for a new undergraduate. honors
recognition program last week.
President Charles N. Millican,
who conferred final approval
upon the system, "thought it
was a good idea."
The new ·system originated as
a Student Senate bill, and was
passed unanimously by the
Senate in late March.
. · Reasons for the new system
were cited in the bill as:
1. " ...according to figures
obtained from the University ·
Registrar, the present policy of
honors recognition in each
college is equitable,
2. " ... the .continuity of

Dr. Ronald S. Drabman,
aMistant professor of psychology
at Fl'U, received an award for
the outstanding research article
of 1973 from the American
Personnel and Guidance .;;;:;:;::!ll {~;.t
As.5ociation.
·
-

His Article, "Teaching
Self-Control To Disruptive
Children", was researched in
1972 through a grant from the
De part men t of Health,
Education and Welfare.
"The award came as a total
shock, it was a pleasing
surprise," said Dr. Drabman. "I
had no idea that the article h~d ..
been entered. I didn't even know
that I was in the competition."
Dr. Drabman is not a member
Dr. Ronald S. Drabman, FTU assistant professor of
of the American Personnel and
psychology, displays the award presented to him by the
Guidance Association. A
committee of the association
American .Personnel and Guidance Association for his
reviewed all research literature
research into teaching self~control to disruptive children.
that was published in 1973, and
(Pho1to by Mike ~rman)- ·
then nominated the articles .
The students · had learned to
problems.
We gradually switched
which they believed were
control
their behavior without
the
children
from
teacher
worthy of the award.
teacher interference.
control to student control," said
"It was really fun to get up in
"The original work was done Dr. Drabman.
front of those 10,000 people
in 1972. It involved setting up
At the end of the
and receive that award,"
after school classes for children experiement, the children's
concluded Dr. Drabman.
with reading and behavior behavior and work improved.

inflating of enrollment figures to
increase state appropriations as
much as $18 million annually.
The report revealed . that .
combined enrollment figures last
fall bad an error factor of 3.4
per cent. In the Tuesday edition
of the Orlando Sentinel Star,
Mautz was quoted as saying, "I

AVAILABLE IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE

FLA.

STATE THEATRES:
BEACHAM
COLONY
PLAZA I &
PLAZA II

·Address· 357 Knowles Ave., Winter Parle across from St.
Margaret-Mary Church.

CHOOSE YOUR·NEW HOME
AT 3SEMINOLE
TERRACE
bedroom - 2 bath
Choice of interior & exterior

5 % DOWN - NO CLOSING COST
&11-1113'

If you lived at Seminole Terrace,
you'd be home in 2 minut.es.
E-5311
F. W. Fullme:r Jr. Gen.Contractor ,Inc.

BIRTH CONTROL, ABORTION
AND Y.D. PAMPHLETS

VC 216

AVAILABLE AT THE

WOMETCO TWIN:
PARK EAST &
PARK WEST '

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OFFICES

UN IVERS ITV DR.IVE- IN

LOCATED IN THE NEW VILLAGE CENTER COMPLEX

STUDENTS GET INVOLVED!
DEAR STUDENTS:

IF

4. " ...prospective employers
are presently stressing the
importance of a graduating
student's college standing."
According to Millican,
matters such as honors
recognition are internal affairs,
and "each university is free to
adopt the system it would
want."

call 647-0660

can reassure the board, the
legislators and the public that
the enrollment figures as ·
submitted were almost
completely accurate." He added
that aud'iting of graduate
enrollment figures had not yet
been completed, "But our initial
returns show little paddin ."

MOVIE SUBSIDY TICKETS

arid

La Amistad, a half·way house for emotionally disturbed
adolescents needs volunter help to work on Old Fashioned
Ice Cream · Social and Auction (May 11 ).

Enroll111ent Audit: "Little Paddin.g "
The Board of Regents
Monday received the report of
an enrollment audit, the result
of allegations of wide-spread
enrollment padding by state
universities.
According to Cbancello1
Robert Mautz, the report .denies
the possibility of large scale

honors recognition in each
college would provide greater
consistency within the overall
Florida Technological University
educational system,
3. " ... the recognition of
honor is extremely important to
individual graduating students,

• •

. BECOME INTERESTED!

YOU ARE CONCERNED AND WANT TO BECOME INVOLVED, THIS . IS YWJB. CHANCE,

WEEKS . I WILL BE APPOINTING THE EXECUTIVE CABINET . FOR . THE

1974 - 1975

IN

THE NEXT TWO

SCHOOL YEAR,

THE POSITIONS

Of LEADERSHIP WHICH NEED TO BE F.I LLED ARE AS F.OLLOWS:

COMPTROLLER
CLUBS &ORGANIZATIOHS -DlRECTOR
CAMPUS AFFAIRS DIRECTOR
LEGISLATIVE ASSISTANT.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS DIRECTOR·

PUBliC RELATIONS DIRECTOR
PROGRAMS .DIRECTOR

PLEASE CONTACT us IF YOU. ARE ' INTERESTED.
. OFFICE VC 205,

PHONE:

275-2191

OR COME BY STUDENT GOVERNMENT

HUNTER P~TTS
STUDENT ODY PRESIDENT-ELECT
. STUDENT OVERNMENT
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Hector, the master thief (Randy Lilly),
finds his escape interrupted by

Dupont-Dufort, Jr., an honest citizen (Scott
Buxton), in the upcoming FTU production
of "Thieve's Carnival.''

The t\v? thieves, Hector and Peterbone (Randy Lilly
and Jeff ~m,p, put into operation their plot to flim-flam
an unsuspectmg nursemaid (Charlie Ward).

'Thieves Carnival' .Coming,
Three Showings Scheduled
By Lynda Avirett

is invaded by three affectionate
thieves, and a country bumpkin.

"Thieves Carnival," a comedy
by Jean Anouilh, playing next
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights in the FTU Science
Auditorium, is the most
successful of Anouilh's works,
and is an excellent lark, leaded
with humorous whims, romance
and masquerades.
The scene is set in a platial
-home where two attractive girls,
played by Denise Long and
Laura Larner, reside. The home

A lov~ly romance blooms
between one of the girls and the
youngest thief, played by Mike
Carlson. Being an honest fellow,
.he cannot in good conscience
accept her love, and instead
turns with vengeance toward his
job. But she is swifter in her
wiles than he is in his.
All this leads to an eveni.ng of
witty masquerade, irrepressible
humor and an immensely
entertaining evening.

FuTUre
ENTERTAINMENT

Other cast members include
Randy Lilly as Peterbone, Jeff
King as Hector, Dani Roy as
Lady Hurf, Doug Emerson as
Lord Edgard, Bill Briffith as
Dupont - Dufort Sr., Scott
Buxton as Dupont - Dufort Jr.,
with Charlie Ware, Cheryl
Chamberlin, Jim Jolley, and
Tom Scott as various other
characters.
The show is directed by Dr.
David Mays. Curtain is at 8: 30
p.m. Admission is free to FTU
students, $1.00 for other
students and $1.50 for the
g~neral public.

New Al&.,ms Reviewed
By Ike Harrison

Poco Seven Poco Epic KE 32895
I certainly can't say that Poco
hasn't felt the loss of their
suberb ex-guitarist-vocalist,
Richie Furry. I can say that the
remaining four members _have
done a remarkable job in
banning together to absorb the shock.
In their newly released
expected for this, the "thing of
album, "Poco Seven," each
the year," according to Gary
member seems to accent their
Boynton, SG senator who has
own individual parts _to combine
been instrumental in the
into a fine set of music.
planning. He stated that
The a.lbum starts off fast with ·
everyone is invited to come out
a- cut entitled "Driven Wheel"
and bring their beer and blanket
loaded with fine steel guitar
and spend the d~y. The lake will
from Rusty Young. Distant
be available for swimming and
foreground vocals of Tim Schmit
the canoes will also be available
greatly typlified the g~oups'
for use on the lake.
style.
According to Boynton, the
"Rocky Mountain
concert will be moved to the . Breakdown", the albums' second
number, brought in a furious
Village Center Assembly Room
fiddle for a rockin' country jam.
in case of rain_
The side ended with "Just
·
,
· Call My Name" and "Skatin?',
co.mposed by ~ass guitar
.
player Tunothy Schmit~
Starting the second side with
a Il)ellow number, "Faith in the
The College of Business
Families", lead guitarist Paul
Administration is sponsoring
Cotton adds smooth acoustic
"Business Day" next Friday, to
guitar solos and easy vocals.
allow all tudents, staff and
"~ikkits' Song" and "Angel"
facu~ty from the college a
continue in the mellow
recreational break together at
atmosphere.
Lake Claire.
Ending with a beautiful song
The college is cancelling all
~ after 11:00 a.m. in honor
"You've Got Your Reasons,, the
whole group combines to yield
of the frolic, which will featu re
great quality music.
softball, volleyball and
horse-shoe games.
A New Life The Marshall Tucker
Beer will be provided by the
Band Capricorn CP 0124
faculty. Refreshments· are
available for $1. Tickets are
After listening to this album
available from secretary Betty
~ve~l time~, I ~ways put on
. Farr in GCB 417.

Sunday Concert
Plann,ed_ By SG
Student Government through
the combined efforts of the
executive and leg islative
branches ·is sponsorin g a
"Cultural Enterta in ment
Spectacular" to be held at Lake
Claire Sunday May 12.
Beginning at 2 p.m., the
production with the "someth ing
for everybody" theme will
feature folk, classical, jazz, blue
grass, soul and rock music.
The groups participating in
.., their proposed order of
appearance are: folk group - Red
Gator Jook Band, classical band
- FTU Concert Band, jazz - Rick
Martorano, blue grass - Sandy
Valley Boys, soul-not yet
determined, rock - Tacks, and
the headlining group
Renaissance.
Each group will perform for
approximately an hour and a
half with the first one beginning
at 2 1'.m. The concert is
expected to last from ten to 12
hours.
The headlining gr9up,
Renaissance, has been described
as an English Crosby, Stills, Nash
type group. This group has been
t.ounng Florida.
The sound system will be
provided by a professional group
from Miami.
An extremely large crowd is

Hector receives news of a burglary from Lord Edgard
(Doug Emerson) as the Dupont-Duforts (Bill Griffith,
and Scott Buxton) look on. (Photos by Mike Berman)

· ssDayboth
Bus-,·ne

Side Two first, since it seems to
more typlify the sound of this
group. The first song of the side
"Another Cruel Love" starts off
fast and strong.
The Marshall Tucker Band is
often compared to the Allman
Brothers.
There is a similarity with
both using a ldt of fast lead
guitar licks. The groups part
with the Allman Brothers
leaning towards blues and The
Marshall Tucker Band more on ·
the country side.
The groups' exceptionally
strong parts lie in lead singer
Doug Gray's clear, strong lyrics
and top quality lead gu itarist,
Tony Caldwell. Tony also stands
. out on steel guitar in their
second number, "You Ain't
Foqlin' Me." To say mqre about
this tremendous musician, he
wrote all the songs on the
album.
"Twenty Hours at a Time"
gets into some really rockin'
country tunes with more fine
guitar solos.
Tony shows he can also sing
as he supplies vocals on "Fly
Eagle Fly'', a fine :!ountry
ballad.
The groups music is fully
integrated with Tommy Caldwell
on b~ guitar, Jerry Eubonds on
flue and saxophone~ Paul Riddle
Drews and George McCoride
guitar and banjo.
Side one of the album is filled
with easy listening" music with
the addition of brass horns and
reed instruments.
· Tony Caldwell brings out
some good mountain music with
lead vocals in "Blue Ridge
Mountain Sky."
Following up a great debut
with a second winning

production, The Marshall Tucker
Band show reason to stay on top
for a while.
·
Budda and The Chocolate Box
Cat Stevens A&M Records SP
3623
Cat Stevens' new album
"Buddha and The Chocolate
Box" is typical of the Cat.
"Typical" is not to be given a
bad connotation since typical of
Cat Stevens means that once
more the master has co mprised a
collection of choice musical
selections.
. The Cat comes out with
strong vocals on "Music"
beginning Side one. The song
showed the religious aspect of
accomplished artists' love for his
world.
The collection includes a
popular single "Oh Very
Young," a· song of love and
dreams.
Of course the album is filled
with plenty as good acoustic
guitar by the Cat. He also is the
composer of all the songs on the
album.
The side ended on a religious
note with a song entitled
"Jesus."
The album is filled with the
simple, meaningful lyrics as a
man high on his love with
everyday life: His songs are
centered around a caring
devotion to nature.
Partial succ~ as this album
can be attributed to the return
of co-producer Paul
Samwell-Smith who had ·worked
on all of Cat Stevens' albums
except "Foreigner."
Cat Stevens is ·presently
touring the north-eastern United
States.
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FTU's Ron Bebe cuts off throw-in from
outfield ~s Rollins' Blake Lorenz pulls into
· second following fifth - inning basehit by

Larry Hart in oft-repeated scene during Tars'
10·2winMay1. (Phot.<> by Mike Padgett) ·

Knights. Lose Finale To Eckerd 4-3
Rollins' Frank Smith slides safely into second on
successful fourth-inning steal attempt as second-baseman
Calvin Linglebach applies tag too late in May 1 action at
Harper-Shepherd Field. (Photo by Mike ·P adgett)

Leading 3-1 going into the
bottom of the ninth, the FTU
baseball team watched Eckerd
College score three times as the
Knights lost a heartbreaking 4-3
decision in the final scheduled
game of the season at St.
· Petersburg Wednesday.
Bobby Gher singled off
reliever Steve Hargest to drive

FTU Coach Recruiting For Next Season

.home Wayne Politelli with the
winning run. It was the fourth hit
of the inning, the third off losing
pitcher Hargest who relieved
freshman Stan Edge in the ninth
after Edge allowed two walks and
a hit.
. Edge pitched a strong game for
eight innings but as Coach Doug
Holmquist said, "he just tired in
the ninth." Holmqui.st was then
forced to turn to Hargest, the
early-season ace who never quite
regained hi.s strength after a
mid-sea5on flu attack.
The Knights, 21-16, tallied all
their.runs in the second on hits by
Jim Horvath, Calvin Lingelbach,
Craig Butler and Steve Crutcher
along with a two-out error on the

Clark Eyes Rebuilding Yea r
By Larry Mccorkle

With the loss of top scorers
and re bounders Arnett Hall, John
Smith and Angelo Callins, next
year's FTU basketball team
appears headed for a rebuilding
year, at least in the plans of FTU
coach Torchy Clark.
"Yes,'.' said Clark when asked
Tuesday night, "Next year will be
a re building year."

Stetson and Florida Southern.
And Clark has lost at least one
prospect this year (a 6-6
center-forward) because of no
gymnasium.
Several players have visited
FTU's campus in recent weeks
and expressed some interest in
carrying on their education and
basketball here.
One such athlete is Jerry
Prather, a 6-3 guard from
Mississippi, who has phoned

The veteran of 21 years of
coaching continued. "We haven't
done that while fve been here,"
he said. "Haas (Pete) is the only
senior that has any real playing
experience. And Kernaghan
(Jeff) is the only ·other senior on
the young squad."
It may· be a rebuilding year,
but Clark is not starting with
nothing. On the contrary, it's
more of a rebuilding year because
there is talent on the team, but it
needs experience.
Willy Belotte returns as a
junior next year. The 6-7 Belotte,
the second leading rebounder on
the team last year, has shown
flashes of greatness. With added
experience, Clark expects more
great things from Belotte.
Mike McDaniel is another one
to remember. The 6-6 McDaniel
with the fluid moves, great
leaping ability and soft touch,
"will be a great one," says Clark.
"Give McDaniels and Belotte
another year and they'll be
tough," said Clark.
The loss of 6-10 freshman Tod
Danen will hurt, but Clark can
still rely on sharp .shooting from
Ben S;mford, Don Sisemore, or
Calvin Lingelbach.
With the basketball season
over, Clark has been busy looking
for recruits to fill the vacancies of
Hall, Smith, Callins Danen and
senior forward Bob Jones. With
no basketball facility on campus,
Clark has found it just as tough as
ever to recruit against the large
SEC schools, not to mention the
solid "local" powers like Rollins,

TORCHY CLARK
Clark and said he definitely wants
to come. But hiS papers have not
yet been fully processed and it's
still unofficial. Prather averaged
26 points per game last year·and
he so impressed one junior college
coach in Mississippi, that the
coach phoned Clark and asked if
Prather could play for him two
seasons before coming to FTU.
"We're not quite in that
position where we can start
farming out talent like that to
junior colleges," said Clark. "Why
two years from now I might be
selling fish somewhere,'' mused
Clark.

But Shaw . has signed letters of
intent to at least two other
colleges. Ed McArthur, a former
Orlando Sentinel All-Southern
player who played l~t year at
Miami-Dade South, is also
interested in FTU.

"It was just a real tough way to
lose and end the season,"
Holmquist commented. "Edge
got tired at the end and there just
wasn't anybody reliable to
replace him with."

Considering next season's
schedule, Clark could use these
players. Tentatively, FTU's
schedule so far includes 20 games.
The schedule. needs about six to
eight more games plus the
.approval of President Charles
Millican to become official. As it
stands now the schedule includes
the likes of Rollins (2), South
Florida, Ashland (Ohio), Mt.
Union College, Biscayne (2), St.
Leo (2), FIT (2), and the Citrus
Invit.ational Tournament which
includes C. W. Post, Florida
Southern (host) and The Cit.adel.
With the fuel crisis affecting so
many college athletic budgets,
FTU has been scheduling in
cooperation with Rollins to
attract some of these northern
teams, says FTU Athletic
Director Dr. John Powell.
"The weak teams are gone,"
said Powell. "We're starting to
play more of these highly-rated
Florida teams."

Knights' catcher Mel Gattis grabs foul popof~ bat of
Rollins' Jack Goetz in fifth-inning action .of 10-2 loss to
Rollins. (Photo by Mike Padgett)

Crew Sends·4-Man Team To Nationals
With a limited budget, FTU's
crew team would not afford to
send an eight-man team to the

With the budget alrea.dy low
causing individual members to
go to their own pockets for
money, several on the eight-man
team simply could not afford to
go to the nationals held this
weekend in Philadelphia.
FTU's team will consist of
Bob Garapic, Ben Horton, Ralph
Bateman, Martyn Dennis and
coxie Alison Pacha. Guerin Rife
will go as an alternate and in his
words serve as "official van
driver."

Clark has also been in close
touch with a junior college
All-American from Michigan.
Unfortunately, he may not come
because of the great dist.ance
from home.

"I think the four will be very
said Kamrad.
"They've had a week and a half
of strenous workouts."
"We're physically sound and
have no reason to be afraid of
the other crews," said Kamrad.
FTU received a big morale
booster when the team learned

~represent.ative,"

Bennie Shaw, an Orlando
Boone star who carried his
amazing shooting touch to
Seminole JC, has expressed an
interest in FTU and surprised
Clark when be visited campus and
"knew more people than I did."

second-baseman. Although they
got three runs the Knights also
suffered a tough . break. With
Lingelbach on third and Butler on
first, Crutcher lined a shot down
the right field line which bounced
over the fence for a ground-rule
double. Thus, the speedy Butler
had to return to third. He would
have scored easily if the ball had
not bounced over the fence. Ron
Bebe then grounded out to end
the inning.

DENNIS KAMRAD
nationals, but Coach Dennis
Kamrad instead will send a
four-man team that he says is
"very representative."

that Virginia, a team they barely
lost to, recently defeated
Georgetown, considered one of
the finest squads in the nation.
Since FTU has no record,
they will not be seeded. So the
·team ~egins the nationals with
heats Friday. If they place high
enough, the team advances to
the semi-finals Saturday morning
followed by the finals Saturday
afternoon.
.
Surprisingly, FTU has been
practicing their four man team
in the middle of an eight man
boat which according to Kamrad
is "like swinging a leaded bat."
But Kamrad will borrow a
four-man boat from the
University of ~ennsylvania.
"We think we'll do a good
jo~," said Kamrad. "If anyone
beats us, they'll have to be awful
good."
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FTU's Hottest Netter Earns No. I Spot

Deleeuw Continues Family Tradition
By Joe DeSalvo

Very few people knew Mik~
DeZeeuw when he came to FTU
in the winter of 1972. Today,
after completing his third season
as a FTU varsity tennis player,
Mike DeZeeuw has become one
of the most respected players in
the South.
The 21 year-old Dezeeuw
came to FTU from East London,
South Africa, where he met Dr.
Lex Wood, FTU's tennis coach,
while attending Selbourne High
School.
Wood, who is from the same
town, had coached DeZeeuw's
two older brothers John and · ·
Paul at Florida State. Wood
offered Dezeeuw a scholarship
to FTU when he switched
coaching positions.
Coming to the United States
to play tennis was no trouble for
Dezeeuw. "I had no problem in
adjusting to the · American style
of tennis," said the soft-spoken
junior. "The second yeai' was
more enjoyable; I knew my way
around plus the fact the
Americans are more outgoing
and friendly than the South
Africans."
In comparing the style of
tennis in the U.S. to South ·
Africa, DeZeeuw pointed out
"people play more cut-throat
tennis in U.S.
They are more
competitive here plus . more
competitive conscious."
If there's one thing that
Dezeeuw has seen in the past
three seasons at Fl'U, it's the
tougher competition that the
Knights have faced. "The year
before I came to FTU, the
toughest opponent was FIT,"
said Dezeeuw. "This year, they
were our weakest challenger."
In looking
over the past
season in which FrU finished
9-1, Dezeeuw remarked, "If
Nate Smith wouldn't have
. gotten sick, the team would've
won more matches." Lack of.
depth, according to Dezeeuw,
was the main reason the Knights
didn't come up with the close
matches. "To . do well,
everybody had to play. well.·
Defmitely, we'll need more.
depth next season."
..
DeZaeeuw was the hottest .·
FTU player in the last part of.
.the season. "I played · better ·
towards the . end. I was psyched

us."
Dezeeuw has respect for
Wood's coaclilng theory. "He
was one of the best players in
the world in his playing days. He
knows what to know about
tennis. He's great in analyzing
your opponent's weaknesses!'
A professional tennis career is

·flare
ill the future plans for Dezeeuw.
. According to Wood, "DeZeeuw .
has the potential to become a
pro because of his fine overall
game. He has a fine serve and a
good volley."
Wood added, "Two years
after graduating, DeZeeuw
should be a really good
tollmament player. He can play

anybody in a tough match."
Dezeeuw plans to play up
North after graduation and
hopefully play the circuits in a
few countries. "I have to find
out if suitcase living is worth it,''.
he remarked.
"Dezeeuw is best in handling
difficult situations. He's pretty
reliable as well as being a good
steadying influence on the
team," said Wood.
With the regular season over,
DeZeeuw is preparing himself
for the NCAA post-season
tournament in Irvine, Calif. in
mid-June. Dezeeuw will be
joined by Joe Lucci, Nate Smith,
and probably Trevor Graham.
"We're practicing harder than
we've been all season," said a
confident Dezeeuw. "I feel
great; rm in the best shape rve
been in a long time." '
"Maybe we can bring home
some all-Americans." I For Mike
Dezeeuw, it's a family tradition.

Sigma Chi Prepares For Big Tests .

MIKE DEZEEUW

1

Three Tie For :GOid League Title
~hree-way

A
tie in the men's
independent softball Gold
League highlighted an otherwise
uneventful week in. intramural
activity, save for yesterday's
annual swim meet.
Lambda Chi ~pha II scored
six times iri the top of the
seventh for a 16-11 win over Tau
Kappa Epsilon II Tuesday. That
contest, coupled
with Mafia's
0

;~:u::~~~ ~h~~:~!:~~r::!:~

walk~

aided by three
and four
errors as. well as a. couple of
timely hi~ by Russ Allan and
Walt Moms.
1
.
. ** **
.· The Fm Freaks won their
"first two women's water ·polo
games : over · Tyes Tarpons 6-5
and Delta Dolphins ' 5-1. Kitty
Ing scored five goals in the .two

goals count as two points each.
·
* * * **
~raham Dragstedt and Gwe!1
Secnst won the coed tenms
doubles over Ken Renner and
Cindy Carter 6-0, 6-3 in the
double-elimi_nation tourney.
Dragstedt-Secrist had defeated
Renner-Carter by a close 4-6,
7-5, 6-4 margin earlier

games.
.
,
I~ coed action, Cossa s
Raiders a~ won their first t"~o,
9-3 over Air Force ROTC behmd
Joannie Go~an's eight points,
and by forfe1~ over Delta Tau
Del~. AF.ROTC be~t I~GF l_0-2
Laune Richardson s six pou~ts
and Steve Hellwege's four goals.
_In coed water . polo, women's

1

*

Maust T:lakes· 8.1g 'FTU Superstars , Lea d

LXA II, TKE Jl and Mafia, all of
I
.
.
whom wound up the regular
By Fred Cay
Miller before falling to Mike
6-6 and came back from a 3-0
schedule with 2-1 records.
DeZeeuw 6·0 in the
deficit in the tiebreaker to win
League champ will be decided
Only four of the scheduled
championship.
5-4 and the set by 7 -6.
Tuesday when LXA II and TKE
nine events have been completed
DeZeel:lw's first-place ~~!sh
J n the obstacle course race,
II again . meet with the winner
in the first-ever "Superstars of
in tennis was the least surpnsmg
Maust led off the event with his
facing Mafia immediately
FTU" but already Fred Maust is
result of the week. Dezeeuw is a
Superstars Standings
thereafter.
threatening to makoe a runaway
three-year vet of the FTU var~ity
Mafia drew the bye among
of the competition.:
netters' squad and held N~. 1
(Prior to swimming)
· the three · in a special drawing
MauSt, sponsor~d by Alpha
singles spot at the close of/the
Tau .Omega frat~rnity, easily
recently completed season.
Fred Maust
Wednesday. Earlier, TKE II
50·
whipped Mafia 9-1 while LXA II
breezed to a firs* place in the
~ow~ver, ~eZeeuw ha
Don Miller
. 37
lost to Mafia on the season's first
obstacle course raqe May 2 and
survive one mp-and-tuck
Mike Dezeeuw
33
day, 10-4.
~utprised most
P.la~g s_econd
against varsity teammate. eil
Randy Jessee
32
The eventual winner of that
lQ last Saturday s.:ien~IS smgles.
Howard-:~ne that, very P
. . Phil M,erri~k
··
30
league, undoubte~y we~est of.- Tenhls_. was -not ~~p~d ~ be .·· went.the _othe~}y.ay. H~war4 was .
. .,,, , .
... ··
28
the three teag~es,. will h~ve the · . o~e of ~u¢~--~'*?.~ei: even~ .. · .. the firsq~ bre~_.ser_vice t9... e :_·: Kein?t.~ein~~ .
25
unenviable chore ·. of battling .. ·· . b u t . :.a f t ~ l'., -~ -! J~n 1 n ~: ~- · •a 6~ ·e¢ge -and. ~~~9 _1um~ ~9.·a· . -~~~-fpde~ .
23
Black ~gue.··titlt?is~· ~~iers . com~fro
.._~~b.eh~~1 ~~<se~ ~ver_ ." . : : ~P:~ . l_~ad ~~~--~~or :~~,.· ... ·-~· F:.~~ --~'.:~./~··,:
next".
'f!!Ursday.
·pavaliets;···'!J:io
...
Ho~u
,
,,
:
V:
a
.nd".fr~
·
hi
,:~~he
,
.
_.
.
pomt.
-(:~ut·
~:D.~;~~~
\:~
,
,
Jl
.,
·
·;:
~
~te
.
H~yJ~~~=~i::;:.
21
up f0r Rolli~
FSU," said
. lost last . Ye:4~'s . campu.s
o~ning l'O?nd, ,~_f ··rt.~t on:. u,> ' •- sc~f?~~~ to _b~:. ~~, . .~ :. ~·;:1~l~'.~Wal4.;tc . ,>~:.,...
19
OeZeeuw. ·"MaYbe the:..tact that
champiqnshi.P
battle
.
to
·~a:u
·
w!np Ker~~t ~i;n~~
·an~po~ - . :· ~is own, ,~mc, ...~.~.sq~~ t ~·~ :;, ., . __ . · ., .; ·., ·;;~.- .. , .
my brothers were No. 1 playe~
1
Kappa ' ·Epsilon 10-8~ have six
· ...
· ··! ,.: · • ·
•
::.'-'•'
• ··
'
·
. : wmninl'·:'tune·o;of - 46.~ secon~.
. at FSU had something-. to ·do
regul~_rs returning . and · are .
··· 'ft-N Ba•taai1 stat11t1m Thru •rri~ of r.,ai,'~
.;•
. ·~- -c~ ." ~f the other nine
with my performance."
experienced from years of ·.·
. · ·:, t;_· ·
won 21, Lost 15
· ·
··:
·part1c1pants ~ad two chances to
DeZeeuw beat FSU's No. 1
I
.~attlng
l
better . Maust_-~ mark but none
player, Reggie Genois in straight · . Orlan.d o city league play.
The top four fraternity teams
I
I
c~me close~-.except Maust
sets 6-4, 6-3.
·
all breezed through an easy week
G!
AB
R
H
2B
3B
HR
RBI
se Avg. himself. On his second attempt,
As for Wood, DeZeeuw feels
but for at least one of
!
i
he ran a 47.9 with only one flaw
"he's the best coach fve ever
them--Sigtna Chi--there will be
Ron eehe
35
1 oo
24 · : 33
4
2
~
22
~ .no
as he fell after climbing over a
had." "He tries to understand
no more easy games. On Monday
~::';t~~~h
~; !·~:· ~; ~! 1 :
~
!~ t :~~! fence-like structure in the
4
everyone as an individual. He
SX fac.es Tau Kappa Epsilon, the
Craig Butler
28
31
5
o
5
32
8
.301
middle of his run.
35
103
puts more time in the team than
pre-season · favorite, then
George Royal
20
42
11
12
1
o
o
5
o: .286
The course, although set up
any other coach in Florid~. He
Mel Gattis
35
111
22
33
4
2
31
•.28 2
for children at Lakemont
Lambda Chi Alpha Wednesday
aiways makes time to talk to
1
;
and Alpha Tau Omega the . ~:~ ~!:!:rr
~~
=~ ~ ~:
~
~
~
. :~~!
Elementary School, was a
cal Lingelbach
1.
12
~ .265 particul~ly rugge~ o_ne with
following Monday. TKE, LXA
2
68
17
18
2
0
0
Steve Crutcher
34
128
33
33
4
o
3
25
8. .258
such thmgs as chmbmg over
and ATO all have one loss while
SX has won all five of its starts.
Tim smith ·
29
83
15
11
1
o
o
1o
2. .2o 5
parallel bars, scaling a seven-foot
I~ Monday games, Pi"I_{appa ~~!r~e Horne
!~
~
~
~
~ ~· :!:~ wall and running through tires.
Others
2
1
2
18
a .5oo
Five-second penalties were
Alpha ambushed Chi Phi 12-10
25 .
60
19
30
whil e TK E won an 18-8
counted off for missing one of
five-inning decision over Delta
TEAM
36
1111 263
325
39
10
19
226
58
•291
the tires, among other t hings.
Intramu ral wrestling, a
Second in the course was Don
Tau Delta although DTD was as
two-day event set for May 22
close as 11-8 after three innings.
Pitching
Miller who raced to a 49.4 in his
and 24 will include six weight
Sigma Chi had two big innings-a
second attempt and th ird was
classes 'and sign-up deadline is
G
IP
H
R ·
ER
BB
so w
L
ERA
Randy Jes.see wit h a 53 .3. They
seven-run fourth and eight-run
Monday.
sixth to put down Kappa Sigma
q 1 _30
were
followed in order by
The meet will be operated
5
8
9
31
4
2
19-7
in
six
innings.
LXA
won
-~~~~~~~per
~·
~:
{;
~!
5
1j
1.88
DeZeeuw,
Tremmell, Pet~
1
3
11
8
10
28
under NCAA rules and all
one the effortle~ way, by forfeit
stan Edge
1~
76 '1/3.55
30
22
48
64
1
3 · 2.59
Heckman, Vandewater, Phil
participants must wear wrestling
over Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Steve Hargest
U
63 2/3 72
37
29
32
45
4
4 4.10 Merrick (who only ran once) and
or tennis shoes and either a
In Tuesday's LXA II vs. TKE
Mike Pulling
7 26 1/3 29 19 12 24 18 1
~ 4.10 Mike Ferrell. Howard did not
"wrestline" uniform or shorts '
Pete MacLauchlln 1·~
35 2/3 25
26
19
34
43
O
f. 4.79
t
II
struggle,
LXA
II
jumped
out
Larsen
i
.·a
~ 1 o.oo
compete in the even ..
9
without zippers and shirt
8111
12
10
14
4
0
to
4-0
edge
after
two
innings
on
others
4
4
2
2
5
2
o
,
4.50
Swimming
(100
free)
was the
without buttons. Each match
a barrage ·o f bits while TKE II
1 ·
ne~t hurdle for the 10
1
will be five minutes.
_
bats were silent. The next two
•. TEAM . ·.
2a., 241
145
107
176
235
z1
lf
i.i. "superstarst' in yesterday's swim
Clinics will be held Monday
innina" were 1·ust the opposite as
· ·
' t·
·
·
·~
meet, a .part of the intramural
(5-9 p.m.) and Wednesday (6-6
~
.
Key: aatt1ni - G • lames played, AB • at-bats. R-runs scored, -blts.
t N t
tit"
TKE II pulled -ahead 5-4. The
28-dou~tes, 3,itrl~las, HR-tlom• runs, RBI-runs batted In .• 58-sto~n ....
s~im m~ • . ex compe 10:1
p.m.) of next week in the dome.
fmal three innings saw a good
Avg•• batttnuf•nite.
.
..
.
Will be next Thursday s
Everyone in the tournament
Pitchlnt - · ~mes pttclled, IP - 1nn1n11 pitched, H.ft~ts, R4am• runs,
weightlifting on the FTU
deal Of sloppy Play On both
must attend at least one of the
BB-baMI on ba'Jls. SO-strikeouts. W·won, L•lost. ERA411med run a ; ate.
sides. LXA II's winning rally was
campus..
dlnics.
'"~.
..,,,,·, ,.... : ,.
~
1 t ·' . . ~ ...,
I'. i.' ' •' ,.\.
'}.
'
.J .'
• •~ .i' l J '"1 j,,, .-} ,.... :"('.Ji. ~;.z,_~! '',.. ..1:~:.'
1
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By Glenn Padgett

A crowd of about 250 hardy
souls braved the heat in the
Village Center Assembly Room
to enthusiastically receive the

entertainment, was so bad that
the members of the orchestra
removed their tuxedo jackets
ab out halfway through the
performance and finished the

Florida Symphony conductor Pavle Despalj brings
intense concentration to his conduction in preparation
for last week's combined FTU and symphony musical
·
presentations. (Photo by Mike Padgett)
concert given by the Florida
Symphony Orchestra Thursday,
· May 2. The heat, the only major
flaw in a near perfect evening of

evening in their shirtsleeves and
suspenders.
The concert, 2 and a half
hours with a 30 minute

arrangement for the orchestra.
of the audience left. Whether
intennission, was highlighted by
"Four Sea Interludes" has
this was due to the temperature
the performance on the piano of
four major themes. Dawn,
of the concert hall or because
Dr. Gary Wolf, chairman of the
Sunday Morning, Moonlight, and
Wolf was not appearing on the
FTU Music Department.
the Storm all concern the sea in
- second half of the program is
The concert was presented by
its different moods. As each of
hard to say. What is certain is
the FTU Department of Music
the sections unfolds one can
that those who chose t9 leave
and Student Government as part
almost see the different moods
missed some very excellent
of the Second Annual.Festival of
of the sea. The section ends on a
orchestra selections during the
Contempora.ry Music, and
rismg crescendo during the
second half of the program.
students, faculty and staff
Stonn and for a moment one
"Fantasy For Orchestra" by
received complimentary tickets
doesn't realize that the evening
Charles Threatte and "Four Sea
to the event.
is over, but wishes that it could
Interludes" from the opera
The concert opened with the
go on forever.
"Peter Grimes" by Benjamin
composition by Carl Nosse
I and, ju~ging from the
BritteQ -'c oncluded. the evenings
entitled "Set For Small
comments overheard, most of
. entertainment. "Fantasy" is, as
Orchestra and Percussion
the audience thoroughly enjoyed
Ensemble." Nosse is currently a
the title suggests, a rather
the evening's entertainment.
member of the faculty at Florida
unrestricted and free
State University. The
composition is reminiscent of an
exploratory conversation
, between the percussion
instruments and a small group of
wind and string instruments.
Following the short break
after the first piece, the rest of
the orchestra and Wolf joined
those members already present.
"Concerto No. 3 for Piano and
Orchestra" by Bela Bartok was
the next selection.
This selection, featuring a
piano solo by Wolf, captivated
l the audience and at its
conclusion brought them to
their feet. Wolf and Pavle
Despalj ·, the orchestra's
conductor and music director
were brought back for three
curtain catls.
Wolfs virt.uosity on the piano
as well as Despalj's excellent
control and mastery of the
orchestra combined to bring real
life and interest into this
selection.
A short intermission followed .
Emptied of their cargo,llorida Symphony instrument
this composition. During the
cases s~and at mute attention during rehearsal for the
intennission a noticeable portion
upconnng concert ..(Photo by Mike ~.adgett)

Action Unlikely On Anti-Hitchhiking Bills
By John Thomson

Tallahassee c orrespondent

T ALLAHASSEE--Hitchhikers
can relax a bit. It appears the
pending legislation to outlaw
hitchhiking may not even make
it to the floor, much less be
- ~sed into law.
There are three bills which
seek to make it a second degree
misdemeanor to hitchhike or to
pick up a hikhhiker, providing
for a maximum 60 day sentence.
Companion Senat~-House bills
"-'SB 472 a~d HB 2402),
sponsored by Senator David
Lane (R-Ft. Lauderdale) and
Reps. Van Poole (R-Ft.
Lauderdale) and Ander
Crenshaw (R-Jacksonville),
would "preserve the health,
safety and welfare of the people
f th~ state of Florida by
prohibiting that certain conduct
of motorists and pedestrians
cal led hitchhiking," in the
language of the bills. They are
kn own as the "Florida
"Jitchhiking Act of 1974," an
appropriately dramatic title
since they would create the most

· h·t hh·k·
sever _e ~ n t 1l c
1 rng
regulations m the country. Only
one state, Maine, currently has a
law .entirely prohibiting
hitchhiking, mostly by virtue of
a vague_stat':lte.
. .
Florida law now proh1b1ts
standing i.n . a roa~ to hit~h~ike
or to sohc1t a ride on hm1ted
access highways. Similar laws are
in effect in _28 ot~er states.
The third bill (HB 2536),
sponsored by Re?. Harol~ Dyer
(D-Hollywood), 1s not m the
H o u s e T r an s p or ta t"i o n
he intends
to withdraw his bill and support
Poole's and Crenshaw's.
The Poole-Crenshaw bill,
which was the original proposal,
passed out of the conservative
House Criminal Justice
Committee by a slim 10-8 vote.
The Lane bill will likely remain
idly in the more liberal Senate
Criminal Justice Committee, at
least until action is taken on the
House version, and that action
may nev~r come. Thought the
House bill has been- reported
favorably out of committee,

Con:i~ittee. D~er ~aid

· neither the House Criminal
·
Justice Committee Chairman nor
Poole or Crenshaw have made
the necessary requests that the
bill be placed on the calendar for
action lfy the full House.
The possible reason for this is
th~t any floor debate on this bill
mlght become· a circus and, even
if passed, the bill would
probably not make it beyond
the Senate Criminal Justice
~o~mittee, where a straw vote
md1cated there are not sufficient
votes to pass it. It may not be
sound
·for the sponsors
to subject themselves to
potentially humiliating debate
on an item certain to attract a
lot of attention when it will
probably be killed in Senate
committee anyway. This is an
election year, one in which a
substantial portion of the
c o n st i tu t e n c y may b e
hitchhiking to the polls.
The bills were precipitated as
a result of some spectacular
crimes linked to hitchhiking,
such as the Houston mass
murders and the murder of a

p~litics

y~uth who .was cemented into a
wall in Miami last year. But the
bills are unpopular since there
exists no evidence hitchhiking
presents an u. ncommon
opportunity for violent crime.
The constitutionality of
anti-hitchhiking laws is also in
question. They are as yet
unteste<l since there are no laws
as broad as the Hitchhiking Act,

C

but th U S S
h
e · : upreme . QUrt as
rule~ ~onsistently agamst laws

restrictmga_ manneroftrav~l.

. It i:iay also be comfortmg to

h~tch~ikers to know t~at the
bills, if not act~d on thJS year,
cannot automatically come ~ack
_to . haunt them. next session.
Be1~g- an el~ctu~n y~ar, all
unfm1shed leg1slat10n dies and
must start anew.

Su111111er Financ1·a1 A ··d
f u n d s· $ f I•/ I Ava; lab le
Summer term is only a few
weeks away. Students can still
get financial aid if they qualify,
said Donald Baldwin, director of
Financial Aid.
There are two types of loans
available to students. One, the
Florida Student Loan, is a long
term loan for up to $600 per
tenn. There is a simple interest
charge of four per cent.
Students interested in
obtaining this loan must fill out
a financial aid application and

have their financial needs
established by filing a Student's
Financial Statement.
The other type of loan is the
Federally Insured Bank Loan.
Students can obtain applications
for this loan at the Financial Aid
office, AD 282.
Baldwin would also like to
inform students that there are
still a few work-study jobs
available. Students must fill out
the proper applications at the
financial aid office.

